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Don

Needham

Purpose and Acknowledgments
Why are anemic, dying congregations so common? Why are so many
churches stagnant, carnal, and ineffective-instead
of experiencing the
Spirit-filled abundant life declared in the Scriptures? Why do they function
as islands of irrelevance in a sea of despair? Why? First, because many local
churches are sick with sin. Second, because they do not understand, or
refuse to function as a caring fellowship of believers. There is no active
Koinonia.
Before any congregation can have an effective mission and ministry for
the Lord Jesus Christ, the body must be healthy! The purpose of this book
is to determine what makes a local congregation spiritually vibrant and
mature. Many aspects of Koinonia are analyzed, and some "how-toimplement-change" suggestions are included. For until a local church gets
its house in order, few great things can happen for the glory of God.
For a number of years this topic of "Body Life" has been of special
interest and concern to me-of interest because the implementation of its
principles is vital if a congregation is going to become all that it can be. Of
concern because the understanding and application of those principles.
seem so rarely exercised.
I am especially grateful for the pioneer work done in this field by Ray
Steadman in his book Body Life; also to Gene Getz for his excellent work
Building Up One Another. Finally, my appreciation goes to Charles
Swindoll for his sermon series on Koinonia, a collection of messages which .
has both fed and inspired me. To all these writers I express my gratitude,
acknowledge their influence, and confirm the adaptation of some of their
concepts into this study.
Scriptures quoted, unless otherwise noted, are from the New Intern tional Version.
Don Needham.
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LESSON

1

The Ideal Church

"Tdeal" Just the word sounds tough. It implies a standard of perfection;
Infers a model of excellence. Harder yet, how can "ideal" be determined?
Are there gauges for measuring this demanding criterion?
Being very practical, "ideal" can be defined as "the best at meeting a
n d." When a baseball team looks for the ideal leadoff man, the
It\ n gement searches for a speedy fellow who has the ability to get on base
tlfl n. Or, the ideal starting pitcher is a 20-games-per-ye-ar winner who can
I nd up to the pressure of a challenging situation. The model first baseman
I I wer hitter who can field adequately. So, "ideal" suggests being, or
II vln the very best
What Makes a Church Ideal?
II tlly applying the above-mentioned definition, a congregation is
l wh nltlsmeetingtheneedsJesuscalledfor.
Therefore, being"ideal"
11111 d
nd upon the personality or eloquence of the pastor, nor the
II II
Iv II
of a congregation's buildings, but on believers' faithfulness
tll I hlng of Christ
\, 1111111 II
Itext forthis lesson and even this whole series is Ephesians
I I,. I
III I arly describes what Jesus desires of the ideal church:
III

II
t
II

11111\IIthings grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ
Ih whole body, joined and held together by every
1'1" Ilitl ,11\ In nt, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part
t
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I xp t tlons emerge from this passage. If a congregation
h It full potential it must
I

u/'mlt to the Lordship of Jesus

p
III) III
I

III
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I d New Testament scholar, wrote, "Jesus is
In th writings of Pau!' It is a title which is at the
f th
hrl tlan faith. This simple yet profound

tatement is the closest thing the New Testament Church had to a creed To
say' Jesus is my Lord' was the most sincere statement of committment and
loyalty one could possibly make."
Nowhere is the Lordship of Jesus more awesomely described than in
Philippians 2:9-11:

Therefore God exalted him to the highest place and gave him the
name that is above every name, that at the name of Jesus every knee
should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every
tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

To say "Jesus is Lord" involves far more than giving him the title of
"Mister" or" Sir." To acknowledge him as Lord is to give Jesus ownership.
That means giving him the keys to one's life, the claim to all one's parts,
thoughts, and possessions. How distant this is from the superficiaL surface
mmltment experienced by many.
That this is of utmost importance is shown in the writings of PauL who
Irlnkes acknowledging the Lordship of Jesus a prerequisite for salvation. "If
you confess with your mouth, 'Jesus is Lord' ... you will be saved" (Rom.

10m·
When a body of believers will consciously strive to exalt Jesus to the
I" 11111Ion of Lord in their private lives, and in their corporate worship, they
III Willi on their way to becoming a congregation which is spiritually fit and
I III 111111

I h"l _\1m test for determining submissiveness to the Lordship of Jesus is
III1WUl Ill<'question he asked: "Why do you call me, 'Lord, Lord,' and do
I
I ""y?" (Luke 6:46.) The test of Lordship is obedience. Am 1
III lIt 111 \11ft teachings in all areas of my life? My career? My material
My time? My marriage? My devotional life? Do I give him th
ion
I I IIwlet me of any sin in my life? Does he have permisss
t
\" IIII' "Itltudes that he finds? Have I made him Master of all my

wI,,,,

II CI"~

,.1he position of Lord must go beyond private decision
\lvl.I",,1 members. It should be the stated goal of the entl
Jesus' headship must be reflected in aUchol
I\ctlon decided upon by the pastor, the elect
IUlllhlp. If and when this happens, the problem
r ,II, will rapidly clear up.
III I IIld, Ihere must be a coronation service in y
IllllHlur
to his ownership.

•• \ltlVUIR.

(If

11111,,"8.
III'_"nll1).
IIlv

hi those who have made him Lord.

2. Understand that the Church is "One body With Every Member a
Vital Part"
Five individuals playing their own game of one-on-one, or five athletes
molded together as one cohesive unit-which willbe the winning basketball
team? But Paul went even beyond calling the church a team; he saw it as
one single organism, comparable to a human body.
Just as each of us has one body with many members, and these
members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we who are
many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others (Rom.
12:4,5).

And,
Now you are the body of Christ, and each of you is a part of it (1 Cor.
12:27).

am a profound lesson! Look at the unified functions of your own body
lid It will show you how a local congregation should operate. Ears, eyes,
IIIIIIU, legs, even fingernails are all designed differently, but each contributes
III IrIllet a vital need Members of the body of Christ are different too, but .
Ilwflllfication exists so that all needs can be met Teaching, faith, pastoring,
11111,,11, nnd hospitality are but a few of the spiritual gifts that God distributes
1,1 IIHI members of his church. And like a finely tuned motor hitting on every
III It hlr, Ihe body of Jesus will operate at maximum efficiency when each
II! 11,I"Ir'mows and exercises his spiritual gifts. (See 1 Corinthians 12:4-11,
II ltomens 12:6-8; and Ephesians 4:11, 12 for a list of spiritual gifts.)
I1III III Illy of Christ there are no little places, and no little people.
4,
1\1111\1
wtth
a job of any size, is important!
iAI .• "ull! of the unity that exists in a human body. One eye cannot
I•• IlIn( I r\ newspaper while the other watches lV. One leg cannot
I, IIIIU while the other swims-an essential lesson for the church. For
IIt" I 10 purr along at peak performance there must be cooperat 1!lIIIy A. perts of the human body work together for the common
il) ,I IIIU I nom bers of the body of Christ. This sometimes means
Ii IItll"lIl1l\l preferences for the good of the whole. Like an
II, ,II1IInl uucda to be extracted, one selfish, ornery, thoughtless,
IItill1 (nil mnke the whole church miserable! God has built
(jlll/itlni tlualan of the church; it is up to the members to
the human body teaches the church. For
III nil UY411
It Is totally dependent upon the hand to
II!!) AI I II1111no1YI
the Ideal congregation is not achieved
1111 1111 IiUl' iHi-.VII_11I III. Individual circle, but as each learns to lean
00111111'\ulllon
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To say "J sus Is Lord" Involves far more than giving him the title of
"MIster' or Slr." To acknowledge him as Lord is to give Jesus ownership.
That means giving him the keys to one's life, the claim to all one's parts,
thoughts, and possessions. How distant this is from the superficial, surface
commitment experienced by many.
That this is of utmost importance is shown in the writings of Paul, who
makes acknowledging the Lordship of Jesus a prerequisite for salvation. "If
you confess with your mouth, 'Jesus is Lord' ... you will be saved" (Rom.
10:9).
When a body of believers will consciously strive to exalt Jesus to the
position of Lord in their private lives, and in their corporate worship, they
are well on their way to becoming a congregation which is spiritually fit and
robust.
One sure test for determining submissiveness to the Lordship of Jesus is
I nswer the question he asked: "Why do you call me, 'Lord, Lord,' and do
Jlot what I say?" (Luke 6:46.) The test of Lordship is obedience. Am I
tlh
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2. Understand that the Church is "One body With Every Member a
Vital Part"
Five individuals playing their own game of one-on-one, or five athletes
molded together as one cohesive unit-which willbe the winning basketball
team? But Paul went even beyond calling the church a team; he saw it as
one single organism, comparable to a human body.
Just as each of us has one body with many members, and these
members do not all have the same function, so in Christ we who are
many form one body, and each member belongs to all the others (Rom.

12:4,5).
And,
Now you are the body of Christ, and each of you is a part of it (1 Cor.

12:27).
Learn a profound lesson! Look at the unified functions of your own body
and it will show you how a local congregation should operate. Ears, eyes,
nose, legs, even fingernails are all designed differently, but each contributes
to meet a vital need. Members of the body of Christ are different too, but.
diversification exists so that all needs can be met Teaching, faith, pastoring,
helps, and hospitality are but a few of the spiritual gifts that God distributes
t the members of his church. And like a finely tuned motor hitting on every
ylinder, the body of Jesus will operate at maximum efficiency when each
m mber knows and exercises his spiritual gifts. (See 1 Corinthians 12:4-11, , 8-31; Romans 12:6-8; and Ephesians 4:11,12 for a list of spiritual gifts.)
III the body of Christ there are no little places, and no little people.
I V 'ryone, with a job of any size, is important!
'I ke note of the unity that exists in a human body. One eye cannot
II I
to read a newspaper while the other watches TV. One leg cannot
II (It! to jog while the other swims-an
essential lesson for the church. For
1111 r gatlon to purr along at peak performance there must be cooperaII, 1\ 1\ unity. As parts of the human body work together for the common
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must the members of the body of Christ. This sometimes means
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I
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n one another. Empathy, III I 1111 I of nether's joy or
t.
( II II WIIt( I which summarizes this "one-bot Iy" I IIII pi I supportiveness:
1\ II I church will not
I 1111
I ulling together for everyon
,I
II I unlll lt views itself as
II 1\ II ' Ignificant numerical growth unl
I 1111 Iy 1I1dfunctions in unity.
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Love Compounding

II \I qu rterly savings account statement In! nuln Ilh t the principal has
I ""Ipollnded
interest is always a pleasant I II ,I ut how much more
d 1I,l1lfulls a congregation in which love I
111r llllcling I
Wh m this is happening, fellow Christi n will b filing into deeper
, 1(1/)(' with one another. People will be forglvln
nd n t holding grudges.
Wh n difference of opinion does surfac • th
rds of love will be
uCfl lently strong so that the matter can be w rked ut without causing a

pitt.

"

ep love" does not just happen. It flows when people grasp the reality

of wh t happened at the cross of Calvary. Like warm spring winds blowing
January's snow-Calvary
01 III difference it makes:

love melts and changes lives. Paul wrote

that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that
bing rooted and established in love, may have power, together
wlth III he saints, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the
II V of hrlst, and to know this love that surpasses knowledge-that
1111 111 Yb filled to the measure of all the fullness of God (Eph, 3:17-

IJOII,

I'll

I'

I

nditional Love! Overlooking Love. Forgiving Love.

1111

II

N ver- Quitting Love.
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Y n t make the "world-go-round," but it certainly does
II n at a level higher than any man-made institution
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LESSON

1

THE IDEAL CHURCH
FACING THE ISSUE
Given a microscopic examination by Jesus, many congregations would
b "weighed in the balances and found wanting." They more closely
r emble a chilly morgue than a sunny lifestation. Sin goes unaddressed
nd unchallenged. Hatred and dislike are more common than loving and
( ring. Instead of functioning as one unified body, many congregations are _
Ir mented into multiple cliques and warring factions. Several powerful,
1/1h people must have their way no matter the cost. This is hardly the
I hur h Jesus described in Matthew 16:18: "The gates of Hades will not
IIVllr ( me it." And it is far from ideal.
)KING FOR SOLUTIONS
iu nd 24 other Christians have just relocated to plant a new
I tl n. You have the freedom to design everything just as you like.
II II tI, n former traditions or sacred cows to protect. Compile a list
,lilt II flit Y u nd Jesus Christ would make the "ideal church." Suggestions
"I IIlhl I I Include: atmosphere, style of worship, emphases from the
IllJ III 1111 I \ s, tastes in music, Christian education, doctrinal teachings,
I 1111 III III building, ad infinitum.

(I)

I IIII

I

III

II II II1I II I Y u have composed, examine your own congregation to
'I /11 I II 1 It I less than ideal. Be constructive. Do NOT allow this to
I • 1111' 1IIIIIlty I vent old grievances or attack the leadership or other
II I
1111 I n t sanction to crucify the pastor. Rather, let this be an
I
III Ih II 11m from which positive suggestions may come for
IIII1 II II I y ur congregation more in line with the teachings of
7

.

'.

hrl t. Certainly be conscious that there is room for differences of opinion
n matters not specifically addressed in Scripture (i.e. music, color of
c rpet, frequency of candlelight services, etc.).
(3) Examine closely Ephesians 4: 15, 16. What three directives do you see
for the church in this passage regarding: "Lordship" (Headship); "Body
Life"; and "Deepening Love"?
(4) From the study of Lordship in this lesson, do you see it as a more serious

matter than you had previously thought? Over what areas of your life have
you made Jesus Lord? Over what territories does he still need to have
permission to take control?
(5) Deal with the present, prornlnenr, preeminent

statement from the
lesson. What does it say about different levels of Christian commitment and
spiritual maturity?

(6) Why will viewing itself as one body prevent many of the divisions that

Iyplcally arise in a congregation? What would help your congregation have
tter spirit of supportiveness? Can you think of some recent situations
wh n members empathetically sorrowed with those who mourned, and
I oj I
d with those who had good fortune?
.
(I) Wh t i your response to the statement, "A local church will not
I' II n
ignificant numerical growth unless and until it views itself as
1111 1\0 Iy md functions in unity"?

II

vi w I.ph
II
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II

lans 3: 17 -19. Do you sense that Paul felt inadequate as

ct cribe the dimensions of Jesus' love? In your own words,
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LESSON

2

KOINONIA

Author Leslie B. Flynn, in his book Great Church Fights, likens Christians
to a bunch of porcupines on a cold winter s night Being cold they move
together. But beginning to disagree, they bristle up, causing them to move
apart Soon they get cold and recognize that they need one another, and
move closer again This ritual continues like the cycle of thawing andfr eztng,'
Unfortunately there is probably more truth in that woodsy story than
m t congregations would like to admit The relationships we see between
orne Individual Christians-the dissension, friction, and disagreement that
ur In some congregations-clearly
tell us that something is lacking.
Ihls little ditty says it well "To dwell in the future with saints we love, that
will glory. To dwell in the present with saints we know, now that's another
Inrv."
II wen a congregation develop an atmosphere of love, and warmth,
lid
rlng-a feeling of family? We need only visit the Jerusalem New
I I t nt church to see how such a climate was achieved.
3000 Infants
Ih 11 devoted themselves to the apostles' teaching and to the
I I/tlllJ hip, to the breaking of bread, and to prayer. Everyone was filled
IIh w, nd many wonders and miraculous signs were done by the
IHI tl . All the believers were together and had everything in
I 111111 n
IlIng their possessions and goods, they gave to anyone as
I I Ind. Every day they continued to meet together ... with glad
I I III' r hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the
I II1II • And the Lord added to their number daily those who were
I 1 I
v tl (Acts 2:42-47).

II II most exciting day in the history of the church! The first
I(
II Holy Spirit Ignited and unified 120 people into a worldI I I II
nd 000 converts on the first day!
I t I till I d n with 3000 babies? They were still dripping wet
1

I II

I

It

9

from their baptisms. How could these new believers be turned into mature
disciples?
The formula fed to these infants in Christ consisted of four important
ingredients. Had anyone of the four been left out, it would not have
provided a nutritious, balanced spiritual diet
The Four Essentials
1. TEACHING (v.43). The apostles were the nurses who fed these infants a
rich diet of the WORD, verifying their authority with miracles.
2. PRAYER (v. 41). Not repetitious phrases, not hollow empty, formal
words, but life-changing, earth-shaking prayer. The buggy that transported
this congregation of toddlers was prayer.
3. ORDINANCES (v. 42). Though in the original language the expression
"breaking of bread" could simply mean eating a meal together very likely in
this text it denotes observing the Lord's Supper. The early church practiced
baptism and regularly received the communion emblems.
4. FELLOWSHIP (v. 42). And what fellowship they had! Not the artificial
fellowship that many congregations have today. Not those relationships
where people fear to get from behind their facades and masks and expose
their real feelings. Not that phony scene where people glue on their plastic
smiles and live behind their valium faces, while inside their world is
crumbling- but real, genuine fellowship.
Of these four essentials, are any frequently missing from the menu of
today's congregation? Is teaching? Not really. Films, overhead projectors,
minars which train in teaching skills-all have upgraded the techniques
(f hristian education.
Wh t about prayer? Never enough, and at times a bit too formal and
1 If hy, but generally today's church is still a praying church.
lid II ordinances? We still practice baptism and observe communion.
I I"
III
ed it. That one dimension, frequently conspicuous by It
lit ,I N w Testament fellowship!
\I 111111111 '," some say. "Our congregation has fellowship. We me 1
)1 I W ik The fanatics get together on five or six occasions I"
II I Ihlll " may no more be fellowship times than a stack f
\ly h use. Having bodies in the same building does n I
I II III 1(11/n nla.
I

I

1111

of New Testament Fellowship

,\ 1 II Ine if your congregation is experiencln
II It! I th
following:

I/I I I

1liP INCLUDED EVERYONE
'I

I 1 distinction." It didn't matter if
III

was a millionaire or a pauper, he was welcome. Participation was open to
everybody. No cliques. No discrimination.
Are things frequently different today? Is your congregation quick to put
out the welcome mat? Quick to make visitors and new members feel
accepted? Oftentimes congregations are not They seem to be suspicious of
. new people, or give them the football stiffarm until they have" earned" their
right to be a part What a disgrace-when
the "old guard" makes
newcomers feel unwanted, hoping they won't return. Their raw motive is to
run new folks off. If they are Dot around, they can't move in, get elected to
the board, and take some power and control away from the inner circle.
Pure selfishness!
A congregation must work overtime to make sure visitors and new
members are being accepted.
2. NEW TESTAMENT

FELLOWSHIP

HELD THEM TOGETHER

A basketball announcer was heard to say, "He's guarding his man so
closely they could wear the same jersey."
What glue there was between these early believers! There was a
closeness, a unity, that was uncommon. They realized that being a tiny
religious movement in a big pagan world required them to pull togetheror
they would soon disintegrate. Soon-to-follow persecution made the bond
ever stronger.
Culturally speaking, today many Americans are isolationists. Suburbanites
run for home to hide behind tall fences, not knowing or wanting to know
much about their neighbors. Their doormat reads, "I DONT WANT TO BE
INVOLVED !"
It's disaster-sheer calamity-when that same attitude prevails in a body
of believers. There cannot be closeness when people pull back from
concern and interaction with fellow Christians.
3. NEW TESTAMENT

FELLOWSHIP

MET NEEDS

Two outstanding reasons why any congregation has the right to exist are:
first, to point people to the cross of Jesus for salvation; and second, to meet
needs.
We are in a life-and-death struggle. This verdict of eternal life or eternal
death is not a Dr. Seuss theme. Eternity hangs in the balance for the
unsaved, and congregations get bogged down in pettiness, quibbling over
what color to paint the restrooms !
The New Testament church grew because it offered a new way of life and
it ministered to hurting people. Now churches must constantly be evaluating
their programs to see if they are doing the same. Few things are harder to
dispose of than irrelevant organizations within the church, those around
since "grandpa gave the land for the first building." But meeting needs
requires addressing the issues and hurts of the day-with current methods
11

and techniques that are effective. That often requires disposing of some
worn-out baggage.
New Testament Fellowship in One Greek Word
Early Christians had a word to describe this unique kind of fellowship:
KOINONIA Charles Swindoll puts Koinonia into current perspective with,
this definition: "Expressions of genuine Christianity freely shared among
the members of God's family."2
The following 11 chapters will focus upon these "expressions." They
include Love, Acceptance, Forgiveness, Encouragement, Unity, Servanthood, Bearing With One Another, Admonishing, Bearing One Another's
Burdens, and Physical Expression.
When a congregation has these expressions in action, there will be
sense of family. There will be New Testament fellowship. There will b
Koinonia!

1 Leslie B. Flynn, Great Church Fights (Wheaton, IL Victor Books, 1976), p. 9,
2 Charles SWtndol~ Cassette:Kolnonla: Genuine Fellowship (Fullerton, CA, 1972), tape 1.
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-----LESSON

2

KOINONIA
FACING THE ISSUE
After a building is erected, it can be equipped with a sound system, pews
and chairs, and adequate teaching aids. But until Koinonia is happening,
things will never be right, nor will the church be complete. A congregation
must develop a "sense of family." New Christians need to be planted andnurtured in an atmosphere of love and acceptance.
This lesson is the overview of the subject of Koinonia. The following 11
lessons are subheadings-specific
considerations of the various aspects of
Koinonia.

At times, some of these considerations will get very private- even
painful. But they must be faced- and, at times, changes made- if a
congregation is to reach its full potential.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(I) Imagine a congregation that, on its first day of existence, had 3000
conversions and baptisms for a total of 3120 members! Also envision the
problems to be faced when such a large percentage of this number were
dripping wet baby Christians- and with so few mature leaders. (like a VBS
with 300 kids, but only 12 teachers.) What initial problems do you think
they faced?
(2) The term fellowship is ambiguous. Today it spans the gamut from
surface conversation between newly acquainted persons to the deepest
level of companionship. The Greek word Koinonia is frequently translated
J lIowship in the New Testament (Acts 2:42). The root meaning of this word .
13

strongly implies a common sharing; communion. Therefore, New Testamentfellowship
involved far more than assembling 30 warm bodies in the
same room. That's a gathering. In acton were acceptance, forgiveness,
encouragement, bearing one another's burdens, etc. That's Koinonia
fellowship.
How deep is the level of fellowship in your congregation? What factors, if
any, are present which prevent it from being deeper?
(3) Interact on Acts 2:42. Is your congregation providing a wholesome,
balanced diet of teaching, praying, and observing the ordinances of
baptism and communion?
(4) How does your congregation
Testament fellowship?

stand up to the three tests of New

(A) Does it include everyone?
Does everyone feel included? Clique free? Is there absence of social and
racial discrimination? Do newcomers have to earn their way in before they
are accepted? Do you make people feel welcome?
(B) Is it a close, warm, caring group?
Is the glue strong, and are the bonds thick? Does an "I'll-be-your-surfacefriend- but- 1-don't- really-want- to- get- involved- in-the- needs- of-your-life"
attitude prevail? Are you an isolationist?
(C) Is it meeting needs? Are you actively working to reach the unsaved, t
introduce people to God's plan of salvation? Are laypersons trained in th
techniques and skills of leading others to Christ? Are your progr m
relevant and effectively ministering?

I

(5) Discuss Charles Swindoll's definition of Koinonia.
IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Unless there is a standard by which to evaluate, there is no way t
how a congregation measures up. (Chapters two and three of Rev I tlclll
show that Jesus has a criterion by which he grades !)By doing a study 11 tII
various dimensions of Koinonia, a standard emerges by which a con r I
tion can evaluate itself to see how well it is doing. Periodically this mil t "
done, lest a congregation becomes too comfortable-and
ineffectlv
(B) Use the yardstick of the next 11 lessons to introspectively examln Villi
church. Where things are right-praise God! Where things are ml III
start building!
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LESSON

3

THE PRIORITY OF LOVE
(Part One)

Hal Davis and Burt Bachrach collaborated to produce a secular song that
needs but one word changed to have an important message for the church.
The lyrics you will likely recognize:
"What the world needs now is love, sweet love; no, not just for some,
but for everyone. Lord, we don't need another mountain; there are
mountains enough to cross, enough to last till the end of time. What the
world needs now is love, sweet love; no, not just for some, but for
everyone ... It's the only thing that there's just too little of."

What minor word change is needed? "World" to "church." What the
church needs is love, sweet love!
The church? Why, the church should be overflowing with love. People
who are active in congregations know that Christ died for them, and the
natural outgrowth of that knowledge should be a dynamic love for others.
But it doesn't always work that way. When board meetings could better
be advertised as "Thursday Night at the Fights," when congregations have
ugly splits, when Christians don't speak to one another, or communicate
with glares and razor-edged tongues-it is obvious that love is missing.
More love can be found in the world than in some congregations. A more
perverted advertisement for the gospel of Jesus Christ is not possible.
By This Shall All Men Know
A new commandment I give you: Love one another. As I have loved
you, so you must love one another. All men will know that you are my
disciples if you love one another (John 13:34, 35).

No small talk here, Jesus didn't say, "Fellas, I suggest that you try to love
one another." He gave a commandment, "A new commandment I give you
because of the love you.show to others, people will know of your allegiance
to me."
The dimensions of that statement are mind boggling. Not carrying a King
James Version, or ~aving one's car adorned ~ith a "Honk" bumper sticker;
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not making sure 10 percent of one's income regularly hits the collection
plate, or filling a pew every time the church doors are opened; but LOVE
(AGAPE) is the identifying mark of a follower of Jesus Christ
If you are unfamiliar with this word agape, there is great wealth to be
mined here. It is one of several Greek words from which love is translated.
More than just expressing friendship love or husband-wife love, it involves
the highest form of love a mortal can experience. It is love that seeks the
highest good of another. Agape wants circumstances just as good, if not
even better, for. someone else as we want even for ourselves.
When this kind of love is present in a body of believers, many special
happenings will be there too: Forgiveness. Forgetfulness. Understanding.
Patience. Trust Comfort. Acceptance. Support.
Ugly things will be absent or toned down: Jealousy. Gossip. Envy.
Pettiness. Selfishness. Hatred Greed. Resentfulness.
Small wonder that Jesus said, "Agape is the trademark of my disciples" I
First Corinthians Thirteen: The Agape Chapter
Talking to semeone familiar with Scripture about this portion of the N w
Testament is like .converslnq with a farmer about a tractor, a teacher about
it dict~nmy~ or a rneatcutter about ground beef. Very familiar material. Nc t
only dees this section stand high in comparison to other passages of th
~ible, bitHt isrecoqnized as a classic in all of literature. One could spen I
lifetime ·~stUd.yinghere, and not exhaust the abundance of its riche . "
allewed[c; if can perform open heart surgery on one honest with what II
finds.
.
~oticetne incisive comparisons of the first three verses:
H'lspeak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am
"ooiya.;resoUI'Idlng gong or a clanging cymbal If I have the gift of
'. ..' prophecy 'al'ld can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I hav
'a' faith that can move mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. If I
.giV~&1t'I poss~ss to the poor and surrender my body to the flames, but
have notlove, I gain nothing (1 Cor. 13:1-3).

One may possess the gift of tongues and prophecy, have rnount II
movtngfaith, even give away all of his belongings-yet if he lacks a I'
" he is as empty as, a gong or cymbal. He is NOTHING, without any v It
Heavy. stuff I Goodworks, not motivated by agape, are of little v III
..... -.'

Fifteen Characteristics

of Agape

As gently and carefully as one would walk through a mine field, I ,t'
through these 'components of love:

1

Love is patient; love is kind and envies no one. Love is nil'
boastful, nor conceited, not rude; never selfish, not quick to trl~
offense. Love keeps no. score of wrongs; does not gloat over )t/,
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men's sins, but delights in the truth. There is nothing love cannot face;
there is no limit to its faith, its hope, and its endurance (1 Cor. 13:4-7,
NEB).

1. Love is Patient
Feel like a frog that just jumped into a campfire? Why must Paul bring out
the big guns on this very first quality of love! Look through the entire list,
though, and you find no marshmallows; no rest areas.
How fitting the American prayer: "Lord, give me patience, and I want it
right now!"
We readily understand the expression "short tempered." The person
with a not-so-Iong fuse- quick to blow- enjoys spewing his lava on others,
for it makes him feel better.
Our language lacks an exact expression, but "long tempered" is an
excellent translation from the original. The word thermometer (to show
heat) comes from the same Greek word. Literally it could be translated
"long before one gets heated." •
Some see patience as a sign of weakness, when in truth it is a sign of
strength. It shows evidence of self-control. Seeking the highest good of
another means demonstrating patience with people. Wives. Husbands.
Children. Parents. Irritating neighbors. Obnoxious fellow employees. Even
brothers and sisters in Christ!
2. Love is Kind
One ancient church father defined kindness as "sweet to all." More.
completely it includes being helpful, free of petty criticism, of a positive
spirit, and friendly. Who is the kindest person you have ever known? What
makes him that way?
Being morally good, even faithful does not automatically make one
kind. Some of the staunchest moralists have a heart of stone. They line up
with the Pharisees of John 8 and say, "Pass the stones." Kindness involves
giving another chance, forgiving, being pleasant
3. Love Envies No One
"Envy" and "jealousy" are sister words. The difference: jealousy is a
passion to keep what one already possesses; envy is wanting what belongs
to another.
Writer Elvie McAlister cleverly assesses the way envy moves in church
circles:
..
~"

Envy went to church this morning.
Being legion, he sat in every other pew.
And envy fingered wool and silk fabrics,
hung price tags on suits and neckties ..
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Envy paced through the parking lot scrutinizing
chrome and paint.
Envy marched to the chancel with the choir
during the processional.
Envy prodded plain Jane wives, and bright wives
married to milk-toast dullards, and kind men
married to knife-tongued shrews.
Envy thumped at widows and widowers, jabbed
and kicked college girls without escorts.
Envy lighted in~isible fires inside khaki jackets.
Envy conferred often this morning with all of his brothers.
He liked his score today, but not enough.
Some you see, some of his intended clients had
sipped an antidote marked grace and wore the
wonderful flower named love"
Whole congregations have been brought down and effective ministries
destroyed by this monster. There is no room for jealousy and envy in agape.
4. and 5. Love is Not Boastful or Conceited
Because of the strong kinship between these two words, they can b
considered together. Boastful means to ac~ or play the braggart; with
superior attitude, to let others know of our accomplishments. Few thing
grow old faster than listening to someone play and sing his own song.
"Conceit," or "arrogance," comes from the Greek word meaning "t
blow." Think of bellows used to heat up a fire.
Thus arrogance is an attitude one can possess; bragging is the action \
person may exhibit Having agape is not blowing one's own horn, III
singing the praises of others.
In lesson 4 we will look at the additional 10 qualities of agape.
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LESSON

3

THE PRIORITY OF LOVE
(Part One)

FACING THE ISSUE
There is no substitute for divine love (agape) in a congregation. Any
imitations are but thin veneers, quickly wearing through to reveal they are
but cheap counterfeits. Churches sometimes resort to bogus impersonations of love. Tolerance, patience, kindness, even compassion can all be
faked for a time, but ifthe love is not real, the facade will collapse-crashing
down in an explosion of bitterness, anger, and hurt feelings.
In these two studies we are plumbing the depths of agape. It will take us
deep into the heart of Jesus, for the purest expression of agape ever
demonstrated was on Golgotha's tree.
Do take this study and the next very personally. Hold your life up to the
light of these 15 qualities of agape for assessment Remember, your
congregation begins to experience change-as you are changing.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) Unlike our English language, the Greeks did not try to squeeze all the
meanings of love into one word. Their term phi/eo expresses friendship
love (philadelphia, city of brotherly love). Eros expresses physical, sexual
love (erotic). But agape is the purest, highest, most selfless form of love. It is
God's love (John 3: 16). It is love that seeks the highest good of another. As
believers in Christ we are to be relay stations of God's love. What are some
implicatons of seeking the highest good of another? Name some practical
examples of how highest good can be shown:
(2) What are your thoughts about the statement, "Love (agape) is the
19
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identifying mark of a follower of Jesus Christ"? Can one be a Christian and
not be an agape person? (See 1 John 3:14, 18-20; 4:11, 12.)
(3) In Leviticus19: 18 believers were told to" love one another." What then
is new or different about the command concerning love in John 13:34, 35?
(4) Christians without love are hollow, says 1 Corinthians 13:1-3. List some
visible evidences of such emptiness.

-

(5) Most people come into this world with neither teeth nor patience. In
time teeth sprout-s-the same is not necessarily true of patience. Study
Galatians 5:22, 23. Notice that patience is an outgrowth of the spiritcontrolled life.
(6) After consulting Romans 15:1, 2, name some specific situations in
which a congregation should show patience on behalf of new Christians.
(7) Who is the kindest person you have ever known? What actions of that
person rank him/her at the top of your list?
(8) Read Ephesians4:31,
body?

32. How may kindness be expressed in a church

(9) How did you react to the words of Elvie McAlister? Can grace and lov
neutralize the acids of envy and jealousy? According to James 3:14-1 ,
what is sure to follow when the envy monster is on the loose?

'I

(10) Study Proverbs 16: 18. As a result of progress (many conversions, II
ongoing building program, etc.), is it possible for a congregation to devel I
a haughty, conceited attitude about their accomplishments? If so, how m V
this boastful self-righteousness affect a church?

IMPLEMENTATION

I,
I

(A) Ask someone that you deeply trust and respect to honestly evalu t
you in the light of these five qualities of agape. Are you patient? KiwI
, Jealous or envious? Boastful or conceited? Use their insight to bec m
more ogape person.
(9) Read.theshort book of First John. Study each usage oftheword I v It
.tk~f.iVe cb~Pteis:.;:Every translation of love comes from agape!
",
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4

THE PRIORITY OF LOVE
(Part Two)

From many quarters one hears, "Get to the top no matter who has to be
stepped on or over" and "look out for yourself because no one else will."
Me-ism is this generation's plague. Such advice and practice don't square
very well with Paul's instruction qbout showing love to others:
Having the same love [agape], ... in humility consider others better
than yourselves. Each of you should look not only to your own
interests, but also to the interests of others (Phil. 2:2-4).

Hard verses. Demanding words. But who ever said agape would be easy?
Let's make a practical application of agape (remember, it means" seeking
the highest good of another"). Twofriends are on the same ball team, one is
chosen to start, the other to sit Two girlfriends apply for the same job to'
which only one can be hired. Two men are nominated for the one position
of church elder. In each case the" loser" is happy and pulling for the winner.
"seeking the highest good of another" becomes more than just platitudinous
words.
Ten More Qualities of Agape
1 Corinthians 13:4-7, NEB
6. Love is Not Rude or Without Tact
Charles Swindoll has said, "Fundamental Christianity has turned out
more sharp, rude, blunt, tactless Christians than the liberals ever heard ofand as a result many people are turned off before they ever get in, by our
tendency toward a sharp, critical, pungent spirit"!
Being conservative with the Bible, or well versed in the doctrines, doesn't
give anyone rights with the feelings of others. Frequently people with a
different view are seen as the enemy, and we act like there's only one
. chance to "get' em," to "nail' em." It doesn't matter ifwe hurt their feelings.
Let's tell them what we think So what if they leave bruised and bloody? At
least they know where we stand!
It is not enough to excuse such behavior with, "Oh, that's just his way."
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The person who acts in this manner is lacking in agape. Unfortunately, it's
not surprising to find some who are "strongest in the doctrine" to be the
most rude and tactless. Bulldozers! "I may have the gift of prophecy, but if I
lack love, I am NOTHING /"
_
Agape goes the second mile in showing consideration and gentleness for
the feelings and opinions of others. This is not assuming there will never be
a disagreement, but that strife will be handled in a spirit of Christian love.
7. Love is Not Selfish
Want to see selfishness in action? Watch a congested driving area or
grocery checkout lane. Selfishness is first in line
biggest slice of the
pie
best piece of chicken ... serve me first
front seat of the
car
don't sit in my chair ... I get to see my TV program ... ad infinitum!
We expect such actions from children. All babies are born self-centered,
That is why they must be trained to share, to give, to understand the feelings
of others. But selfishness does not automatically disappear with adulthood.
Possessing mature agape results in looking to see what is good for
everyone, not just for oneself. At home that means respecting the
telephone rights of others; compromising when two favorite TV programs
conflict; not hogging the bathroom! Within the fellowship at church, it's
understanding that others may have different tastes in music; that there are
other credible versions besides the King James; that doing motions with
Sunday School choruses is not for everyone.
Agape always considers and listens to the opinions of others.
8. Love is Not Quick to Take Offense
Eggshell people. How nerve-racking it is to be around oversensitive folk
who are looking for ways to get their feelings hurt. Striding about with
activated radar-disk ears, they're eager to hear something that feeds th \r
martyr complex-justifying
their self-pity. Christians with the proverb I I
chip on their shoulder walk around hoping for someone to offer
challenge, ready for a fight at the drop of a Bible.
But agape is not contentious, not defensive, not searching for 1\
argument or quick to get its feelings hurt. It's peace loving, even temper ·d,
and consistent. It's fun to be around agape-motivated people. They m I
good friends!
9. Love Keeps No Score of Wrongs
CPA's can readily understand this one. Paul used an accountant's t 1111
which means "entering into a ledger."
Agape does not keep a record, listing into its columns those times II I
hurt, or used, or mistreated, and carrying a bitterness until a chan
It
revenge comes.
If taken to heart, this could revolutionize many relationships. S III
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are bearing resentments they refuse to release-and they are the unhappiest
people around.
Agape keeps no score of wrongs. It FORGIVES. Neither does it first
require an apology before it will pardon.
Are you bearing just such a grudge right now? You'll never be free and at
peace until you flush your mind clean. Probably it is something bigger than
you can do on your own. Ask God for help. He will. For if the God who
sends the tides to wash the beaches of this world clean every day has not yet
been allowed to wash your mind clean of grudges and resentments, then
you haven't experienced very much of Calvary love!
Get-even diaries go into the garbage when agape comes in.
10. Love Does Not Gloat Over Other Men's Sins
Love has no sympathy for wrongdoing; it finds no pleasure in anything
that is evil. Agape finds no joy when someone cheats on his income taxes
and gets away with it ... when a teenager tries to outrun the police, and
succeeds ... when someone breaks a law of the land, or a moral law of
God. It doesn't laugh and find humor in crude and vulgar jokes.

But ..
11. Love Delights in the Truth
Notice the hinge between these two. As turned off as love is to
wrongdoing and unrighteousness, it is turned on by truth. Love and truth
are Siamese twins. One cannot really be experiencing agape, and at the
same time be dishonest, crooked, or shady in his financial practices and
business dealings.
Surfacing occasionally in an Ann Landers' column is a letter about
underwear. Some are paranoid about being found in a hospital emergency
room with dingy or torn underclothes. What an embarrassment! But a
Christian should live his life so that nothing could be uncovered that would
embarass him or discredit his witness for Jesus. His testimony should not be
turning gray.
Ifyou desire to know your real self, the real you ... it is the person you are
when you are alone, or apart from people to whom you feel accountable.
The person you are, the way you act in that circumstance-that
is the real
you!
12. Love Bears All Things
"Bears" is a warriors term meaning "protecting oneself from darts,
spears, and arrows." Thus agape is the shield that protects us from the
insensitive blows of others.
A possible circumstance: someone is sick; you come to his aid. Chicken
oup. Wash the clothes. Haul the kids. Then the tables turn and there is no
response. Not only does he fail to offer help, but a get-well card doesn't
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even show. Are you offended? Are your feelings hurt?
If agape "bears all things," that person doesn't have to reciprocate for
your love to continue. It would be nice, only good manners on his part, but
your love is not conditioned by his response. Agape is unconditional love !
13. Love Believes All Things
Careful here. The meaning is not gullible, nor naive-but vulnerable.
This is not throwing out good judgment, but going as far as possible to trust
someone; to give him the benefit of the doubt.
It can mean taking a risk-the risk of leaving oneself open to hurt, or
used, or made to look like a fool.
For instance, someone has left the Lord and the church to run with the
world. Ready to "eat the slop he's feeding the hogs," he realizes he has
made a mistake and it is time to come home. When he arrives back at the
church confessing his sins and mistakes, is he treated with suspicion? Must
he "prove himself' before he can be included again?
Being vulnerable means putting an arm on his shoulder and saying, "I
believe in you." Doing that requires taking a chance-the
chance that on
might look stupid if the former backslider slips back into the world. Yet It
may very well be that response which communicates "I trust and believe In
you" that keeps him from falling back It is worth the risk
14. Love Hopes All Things
Agape hopes and anticipates the very best in another. Instead of kickln
someone when he has strayed, it encourages him with, "Last time we talk .(I
you were far from the Lord, but I expect your life is changing for the be t"
Agape is the eternal optimist
15. Love Endures All Things
Agape is determined. It doesn't give up easily. When a marriage is sh ky,
it hangs in there to make it work When rebellious children break par tit
hearts, it is loving them through their defiance. When someone spirltu II
immature keeps stamping and tramping on our feelings, it means pr yhl
for him to soon grow up and become sensitive.
The word "quit" is not in agape's vocabulary. Love hangs in ther ,I

I

And the greatest of these is AGAPE.

1Swlndoll, Cassette. Nole 2.
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4

THE PRIORITY OF LOVE
(Part Two)

FACING THE ISSUE
More qualities of love. In the last lesson we considered five of the
characteristics of agape listed in First Corinthians 13. In this study we
grapple with the other 10.
Honest, in-depth evaluations such as these are seldom without pain. Like
splinters under fingernails, they pierce and draw blood. Congregations
need the probing spotlight of a periodic investigation to see the level of love
on their dipstick More than a few are several quarts low.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) I recently read the ad of a fundamental church that promoted itself as
"separated, uncompromising-and
using the only version of the Bible that
is true." The only thing they didn't say was, "We alone are right and do you,
want to fight about it?" What is your response to Swindoll's statement that
"Fundamental Christianity is known for prod ucing many sharp, rude, blunt,
tactless Christians?" Will members of a congregation often model the
attitudes of their pastor and other leaders in this matter?
(2) Name some examples of selfishness in action in your life. In your home.
In your church. How can children be taught to outgrow self-centeredness?
And adults? How should a congregation handle a selfish person in a
position of leadership who must always have his way?
(3) Are you an eggshell person? Do you carry a chip on your shoulder?
(Shoulder chips fall off of blockheads!) Are you contentious, frequently
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starting arguments with others? If you answered "no" to those three
questions, no doubt you have lots of friends!
(4) In regard to forgiveness, "keeping no score of wrongs" says it all Are
you personally shackled by a ledger filled with old hurts and grudges?
Could you turn loose of them if only someone would say, "I' m sorrY'? What
are your thoughts regarding the statement about "Calvary love"? Is your
congregation paralyzed by bitterness between persons or families which is
boiling beneath the surface? If so, what steps should be taken to lance that
festering boil? .
(5) Why can love not find pleasure in the company of evil? Why are love
and truth so closely related?
(6) The real you is the person you are when you are alone, and there is no
one around to whom you feel accountable. Are you privately and publicly
the same person (in morality and lifestyle choices)?
(7) It is hard to comprehend everything that fits into the expression
"unconditional love." Most love we know comes with strings attached; you
love and be kind to me, and I will reciprocate. God, who is love, loves us
without conditions. He loved us first Would coming to terms with this truth
change the poor self-image and feelings of worthlessness that many
possess? Whom do you love unconditionally?
(8) Have you experienced an agape shield that offers protection from the
insensitivity of others? Because of that shield, have remarks or treatment
glanced off that otherwise would have devastated you?
(9) What characteristics in our human nature impede us from being
vulnerable? Does your church put out the welcome-back-mat or give th
stiffarm in the mouth to the backslider who has decided to come home?
(10) Do you typically look for the worst or best in situations, things, an
people?
(11) Agape is a tenacious bulldog that refuses to relinquish his end of art
It hangs in there no matter how rotten things become. Perhaps that explain
why God continues to love us in spite of ourselves! What experiences h v
you had of love not quitting?

----- .---

IMPLEMENT A nON

(A) After this two-lesson study and personal evaluation, do you feel 111
you have just spent a few hours in an old wringer washing machine?
«I'
Word can be very convicting when we allow it to speak to us. From tltt
study perhaps you can see more clearly why, of all Christian virtues, L ,
is the greatest!
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5

ACCEPTANCE

Living without acceptance can be disastrous. Ask a boy who can't crack
the cliques at a new school, or a daughter who only feels her parents' love
when she conforms to their rules, or a wife who feels rejected until she
reaches her husband's expectations.
Better yet.ask a visitor who is in attendance at a church where he doesn't
feel welcome. But you'll have to inquire quickly=-for he won't be around
long.
Few reasons match up to lack of acceptance in explaining why visitors
don't stick, and why new members rapidly disappear out the back door.
An important second expression of Koinonia is ACCEPTANCE. It is
hitched up right behind agape. Love is naturally accepting.
Feeling accepted is vital for one to feel good about himself and to possess
a healthy self-esteem. Charles Swindoll has brought this matter into focus
with this statement:
Acceptance means you are valuable just as you are. It allows you to be
the real you; you aren't forced into someone's idea of who you really
are. It means your ideas are taken seriously since they reflect you It
means you can talk about how you feel, and why you feel that wayand someone really cares. Acceptance means you can try out your
ideas without being shot down. No one will pronounce judgment upon
you even if they don't agree with you. It doesn't mean you will never be
corrected or shown to be wrong. It simply means it's safe to be you, and
no one will destroy you out of prejudice.'

His words find application both within the visible wall of a home, and the
invisible walls of the church of the Lord Jesus Christ Within a body of
believers there is no substitute, no synthetic, no replacement for acceptance.
The Two Great Enemies of Acceptance
1. Judging
. One need not preside in a courtroom dressed in black robe, gavel in
hand, pronouncing sentence to be a judge. The judging which goes on in .
many congregatiqns is ample proof of this..
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Frequently, acceptance in a congregation depends primarily upon what
one does or doesn't do. Many congregations seem to operate with a "do's"
and "don'ts" list upon which they base acceptance or rejection. And more
often than not, this list is composed of activities not clearly (if at all) defined
in the Bible. It commonly includes extra- Scriptural activities, many of which
are cultural (right or wrong based upon the custom of the day), such as:
length of hair or dress, card playing, dancing, movie-going, use of tobacco.
Nothing is more destructive to unity among Christians than extra-Biblical
rules and regulations which are used to evaluate a person's relationship
with Jesus. ("Because I obey. the list, I'm spiritual. Since you don't, you
aren't.") This attitude. rapidly leads to judgmental behavior and false
spirituality.
.
.
If all this sounds very complicated, that's because it is. Let's take it a step
farther, using specific examples.
Is it judging when one Christian confronts another Christian who is
involved in an illicit affair? Does it become judging to warn someone that
adultery is outside of the will of God? Difficult, yes-but judging it is not.
The Bible speaks with absolute clarity on the sinfulness of this matter (Ex.
20:14; Gal. 5:19-21). To confront someone in such a situation is not
judging. The word of God has been applied and it is the word that
condemns.
Unless and until that person changes his behavior and repents, a
congregation should not accept him back into fellowship. Recorded in 1
. Corinthians chapter five is just such an incident. By his wicked behavior,
man was disgracing Christ and giving the local church a bad name. Paul
authorized the congregation to excommunicate him until he got his llf •
straightened out. But after he did clean up his act, he was to be accept I
back into the fellowship (See2 Cor. 2:7-11). Applying Scripture where It I
clear and specific is not judging!
Now a look at the other side. Pornographic movies were not an issu
when the Bible was written. Are we then judging a fellow Christian when w
refuse to accept him because he attends trashy flicks? He may be breakln I
the church's "don'ts list," but this is a matter Scripture doesn't address. Y ,
we are judging:
Romans 14:1-3: is a passage addressing this dilemma. The problem II
specifically handles deals with meat eaters versus vegetarians, but It
principlescan be applied to all controversial moral questions not addr
II
In the Scriptures.
Accept him whose faith is weak, without passing judgment on
disputable matters. One man's faith allows him to eat everything, but
another man, whose faith is weak, eats only vegetables. The man wh
eats everything must not look down on him who does not, and the m n
who does not eat everything must not condemn the man who does, f r
God has accepted him.
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Notice how Paul says to the mature members of the congregation, "God
has accepted this weak brother, so you do likewise." There was to be no
judgment passed in an area not specified as sinful!
Now is this to assume that a congregation should have no opinions and
guidelines on such matters as pornography? Absolutely not! A church
should hold the position that attending such entertainment is spiritually
unhealthy and detracts from one's witness for Christ. But acceptance·
cannot be based upon adherence to this "cultural, extra- Biblical list"
Acceptance must not be withheld until "they" measure up.
Is this also assuming that these spiritually unhealthy activities will never
be mentioned for fear that some involved in them will feel they are being
judged and not being accepted? Hardly! They should be addressed from
the pulpit and in teaching situations. Yet, the results of their presentation
will be far more effective if one is challenged in a positive way to separate
himself from worldly habits, instead of being negatively condemned for his
involvement
This is why the teaching of the Lordship of Jesus is so vital! If a
congregation hears about a high and elevated Christ, and members of the
body are stimulated to conform to his image, most of these carnal activities
will take care of themselves. As one works to allow Jesus to be more in
control, that person becomes uncomfortable about continuing in such
practices. Because of the convicting power of the Holy Spirit, these
questionable habits will fall away.
When a congregation determines to legislate righteousness by drawing
up its extra- Biblical list of sinful and nonacceptable habits, it is very apt to
become legalistic. And legalism paralyzes a church. The hardest words
Jesus spoke were addressed to the Pharisees for their hypocrisy and
legalism Legalism flourishes when Christians do not understand grace and
are hung up on a "salvation by works (or adherence to the list) mentality."
2. Showing Partiality
The second adversary of acceptance goes by several names: prejudice,
favoritism, discrimination. Few things are uglier or more out of place in
Jesus' church.
Social discrimination is a fact of life in this world. The government even
helps by establishing financial guidelines to indicate whether one is of
upper, middle, or lower class status.
Social discrimination soon became a problem in the New Testament
churches. That's why Paul wrote, "Do not be proud, but be willing to
associate with people of low position" (Rom 12:16); and James wrote, "If
you show favoritism, you sin" (Jas. 2:9).
The solution for this nasty problem has been the same for 20 centuries.
Cliques melt away, the poor are not ostracized-when
Christians recognize
the equality that comes from being in Christ Jesus is our common
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denominator. We all emerge from the same second womb-and that womb
is Calvary. The ground at the foot of the cross is level. No one stands any
higher because of the size of his home, or car, or the reputation of his family.
tree.
Neither is racial discrimination a new issue for the church. Conflicts
between the ethnically diverse Jewish and Gentile Christians are peppered
throughout the book of Acts.
Gene Getz has said, "The greatest sin committed by many American
Christians is racial prejudice." And it matters not from which end of the
color spectrum one is looking.
I believe Jesus is color blind. He is not concerned about the pigmentation
of a person's skin- but with whether his heart is filled with bigotry and
prejudice ... or love.
In Christ we are all one. Every member is important rich or poor, black or
white, young or old, weak or strong. It is crucial that we be accepting of our
Christian brothers and sisters.

1Swindoll Cossette. Note 2.
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LESSONS

ACCEPTANCE
FACING THE ISSUE
As is true with love, humans also crave acceptance. They want to feel
accepted by their family, in their home, and in the church they attend. If
your congregation has a track record of one-time-only visitors, and many of
your new members soon escape through the back door exit, your church
may not be very accepting.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) Pick a number between one and 10 (the higher, the more positive) that
for you rates your congregation's level of acceptance. Why did you choose
that number?
(2) Do you have the misconception that to accept also means to condone?
Give an example of accepting a person without approving of what heis or
does.
(3) What are your responses to Swindoll's definition of acceptance? Are
there parts you dislike or question?
(4) By nature are you an intolerant,
accepting?

judgmental

person, or openly

(5) Does your congregation have a "do's" and "don'ts" list" (usually
unwritten) upon which it bases acceptance or rejection? Are many items on
the list extra-Biblical ~not addressed in the Bible)? What items on the list
would qualify as culural (i.e. style of dress, movie-going, etc.), and may vary
with different generations?
.
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(6) Read Romans 14:1-21. Name some current, perhaps controversial,
issues that could be substituted for the meat-eaters vs, vegetarians
dilemma Why is the attitude of verses 19:21 the mark of a mature
Christian?
(7) Do you think it is reasonable to assume that if Christians are positively
challenged to truly make Jesus Lord of their lives, most questionable
activities and attitudes will naturally be eliminated from their lives?
(8) Give a modern example of legalism in today's church. How can
legalism turn a congregation into a quadraplegic?
(9) Is your congregation guilty of favoritism-socially or racially? Are both
the rich and the poor welcome? Are people of diverse ethnic backgrounds
readily accepted? Does your congregation have a pigmentation barrier?
(10) Do SOThe of the old-timers feel the church has passed them by, and
that they are no longer needed? How can their feelings of rejection be
changed?
(11) What specific things can you and your fellow Christians do to develop
a climate of acceptance in your congregation?

IMPLEMENTATION
(A) There. isno such thing as instant spiritual maturity. Babies in Christ
must be;.given time to grow away from spiritually unhealthy habits. When a
congregation exalts Jesus as Lord, progressive maturing will be evident
(B) Accepting people where they are without being judgmental, then
groWing them beyond their weaknesses with positive encouragement is
vitaHfVisitors and new members are going to stick

(0 Read, Love, Acceptance, and Forgiveness by Jerry Cook, published by
Regal Books. It's great!
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THE CIRCLE OF FORGIVENESS
The town of Centralia, Pennsylvania, has been on fire for years. But it is
not the kind of blaze that a local fire department can be called to douse. It is
a subterranean fire.
Unfortunaltey, this village sits above an abandoned coal mine where a
smoldering combustion inches along, eating its way slowly through veins of
coal. Smoke and steam constantly belch from mine shafts. There is
continual fear of cave- ins, and little hope that it will be extinguished unless
it burns itself out
Does that news account bring to mind a number of slowly simmering
people? Does it remind you of individuals possessing an internal firesmoldering with resentment-even
hatred? Gradually this burning creeps
along, nibbling away at their joy and vitality. Invariably, in most conversations, they find a way to bring up the object of their malice. They dwell upon
. their hurt or an injustice-and frequently devise ways to inflict pain upon
the one who has hurt them.
The reasons an inferno rages can be many. It may blaze from an ugly
divorce. One may smolder for years beyond childhood against parents who
were too strict or abusive. It can be a religious or racial hatred. Sometimes it
exists between neighbors or relatives who've had words. More often than
not, it flames up in churches; incinerating relationships; destroying unity;
and restricting progress for the cause of Christ
Forgiveness
Let the term roll slowly across your mind. Few words are more powerful
than "forgiveness." It is mighty because of the freedom, liberation, and
peace it brings to the one who experiences it.
While reading about the difficulty of translating the Bible into different
languages, I came across a strange but explicit definition of "forgiveness."
Translators could find no parallel word in the New Guinea dialect They
eventually used an expression that makes absolutely no sense to us-" God
does not hang up jawbones." But to natives of New Guinea- people who
have practiced head-hunting for centuries-it
says everything. In that
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barbaric culture, a man could not get married until he had killed an enemy.
After the killing, he would take the scalp or skullcap to verify his deed. The
family of the victim would reclaim the body, cut out and clean up the
jawbone, and hang it on a doorpost The jawbone was a constant, visual
reminder of a score to be settled, a death to be avenged
When these people became Christians, one of their first acts was to take
down and bury their jawbones. It was an announcement of forgiveness;
they were no longer seeking revenge. Such an unusual but revealing
illustration! God doesn't "hang up jawbones'l-e and neither should we.
The process of-forgiveness is multidimensional. Let's consider it from
several perspectives. It is only complete when it goes full circle. .
Step One: God Forgives Me
Wax buildup. Any homemaker worth her salt has battled this sneaky
enemy responsible for that yellow residue. Unchallenged, it grows thicker
in corners and low-traffic areas. But while wax builds up by millimeters on
kitchen floors, GUILT accumulates by ounces, pounds, and tons on the
shoulders of those who don't know God's forgiveness.
Guilt feelings are experienced by everyone who recognizes the existence
of God. For in that acknowledgement, one also accepts that God has
expectations for his creation. And when a person finds himself outside the
fence of God's will (sinning), or not living up to God's expectations, the
natural result is guilt
But God in his genius provided a means for relieving us of that guilt
Consider the story of David to see forgiveness at its best After an
adulterous affair with Bathsheba, knowledge that she was pregnant with his
child and that he was responsible for Uriah's murder buried David under an
avalanche of guilt His days were black with depression. Realization that he
had so terribly disappointed his God, while violating his own moral code,
was destroying this previously righteous man.
Reflect upon Psalm 51, written by David after the prophet Nathan had
confronted him about his sins.
First, look at his recognition and repentance of sin (verses 1-4):
Have mercy on me, 0 God, according to your unfailing love;
according to your great compassion blot out my transgressions. Wash
away all my iniquity and cleanse me from my sin. For I know my
transgressions, and my sin is always before me. Against you, you only,
have l sinned and done what is evil in your sight (N/V).

Then, at his desire for wholeness again (verses 7-12).
Cleanse me with hyssop, and I will be clean: wash me, and I will be
whiter than snow. Let me hear joy and gladness; let the bones you have
crushed rejoice. Hide your face from my sins and blot out all my
iniquity. Create in me a pure heart, 0 God, and renew a steadfast spirit
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within me. Do not cast me from your presence or take your Holy Spirit
from me. Restore to me the joy of your salvation and grant me a willing
spirit, to sustain me (NIV).

Devastated by his moral failures, David throws himself upon the mercy of
God. The sunshine has gone out in his life; he feels as though he is falling
into a bottomless pit. He must find help and release.
The desperation he expressed in Psalm 51 is replaced by a peace in
Psalm 103-written
by David many years later. Notice that the guilt has been lifted:
Praise the LORD, 0 my soul: all my inmost being, praise his holy
name. Praise the LORD, 0 my soul, and forget not all his benefits. He
forgives all my sins and heals all my diseases; he redeems my life from
the pit and crowns me with love and compassion (vv. 1-4, NIV).
He does not treat us as our sins deserve or repay us according to our
iniquities. For as high as the heavens are above the earth, so great is his
love for those who fear him;' as far as the east is from the west, so far has
he removed our transgression from us (v. 10-12, NIV).

At last David was liberated. The joy had returned. Finally he could gef a
good night's sleep- face himself in a mirror.
Here's good news for anyone crushed beneath a load of guilt-God is
'still in the forgiveness business. He wants his children to be unshackled. If
you're not letting God forgive you, you're not letting him do what he does
best. If you are embarrassed to confess your sins, or think they're too big for
him to handle, you're limiting God.
the Apostle John confirms David's experience with these words:
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our sins
and purify us from all unrighteousness (1 John 1:9, NIV).

That's DIVINE FORGIVENESS!
The Next Step: 1 Forgive Me
For some, this second step may not sound too difficult- hardly worth
thinking about. They're able to forgive themselves as easily as they might
step into a shower and rinse off external dirt. Others cannot find release so
readily. The shame of their sin binds them, eventually crippling them
emotionally. Let's analyze this problem.
Many people take a sin to God, confess it, and intellectually accept his
forgiveness. They reason, "The Bible says he will, so he must, so I am
forgiven." But then they won't forgive themselves! There is an inner voice
that says, "You really can't get off this easily. You can't be forgiven or
cleansed until you've been properly punished. You've done a rotten thing,
you can't just say 'I'm sorry' to God and it will be forgotten." So they set up

their own judicial system-their own judge and jury-to punish themselves.
They impose a strange kind of self-torture-self-punishment
they sense is
deserved for their sin. Being far harder upon themselves than is God, their
sentence is often never completed.
A person caught in this web doesn't grasp the dimensions of God's
forgiveness. One can only totally experience forgiveness when he is then
merciful enough to turn and forgive himself! When one says, "God has, but
I won't," he's saying: "I know better than God does about this matter of
forgiveness. "
Here is a clue to determine if you have this problem. Do you repeatedly
find yourself seeking forgiveness for a particular sin of your past? Again and
again, do you petition God to take the stain of it from your life? That's
probably an indication that your judicial system is telling you, "You have
more time to serve." Remember the mercy of God-"as far as the east is
from the west." Be as merciful to yourself!
Before we leave this section, there is one more consideration. To forgive
oneself, it is necessary to first set things right. It is not enough to just keep
sweeping down spider webs-we need to kill the spider!
A marvelous example of people setting things right, and in the process
clearing their conciences, can be seen in the constant flow of money that
comes in anonymously to the government. People who've been less than
honest when filing income taxes, or government employees who have
pilfered from their jobs, are squaring things up with those unsolicited
contributions.
The applications are obvious. Something should be returned. A damaging
lie should be corrected. When past wrongs are made right, then the
channels are open for total self-forgiveness.
The Biggest Step:
I Forgive the One Who Has Hurt Me
An atrocious crime was committed in Denver in 1969. A widowed
mother, Mrs. Hanna, in her late fifties, and her daughter Pat, who was 35,
shaeed a home together. Pat was going to Bible College preparing to b ,
.., .missionary whileworking part time. One Saturday night after leaving work
. she was abducted, raped, and murdered Next morning her knife-punctur cI
bodywas found by two boys rabbit hunting. After striking on two m n
occasions .dtrring the next eight months, her murderer was apprehend d
. Found gui1ty, he was sentenced to life imprisonment instead of b III I
executed as the mother hoped.
Mrs. Hanna, though a committed Christian, later revealed that a fire r I II
insideher, She lived to hate. She became obsessed with hatred forthl m II
who had brutally killed her daughter. For two years she remained III
sour, and angry-cutting
herself off from social contact. Finally, whll
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sitting in a Sunday School class listening to a Gideon speaker talk about
sending memorial Bibles, she felt as though Jesus spoke to her with these
words, "My life, too, had a brutal ending. Yet my Father did not turn away
from his lost children. Set yourself free by forgiving. Set yourself free from
your prison of hate." After his presentation, she asked the Gideon speaker,
"Will you take a Bible to the man who murdered my daughter? Please tell
him, 'Because Jesus forgives you, Mrs Hanna forgives you, and because,
Jesus loves you, I love you.' "
For the first time in two years this hatred-filled mother was free. The fire
was doused. Nine months later she got word that ,this killer had accepted
Christ He wrote, "Tell Mrs. Hanna that she has given me a gift such as I have
never before had. I believe that if she could show me such forgiveness, I
have hope and faith that God could do the same for me." This "forgiven
murderer" then began to minister to fellow prisoners, conducted Bible
studies, and led others to Christl
This is an extraordinary example of forgiveness. Yet until we get to the
place where we can forgive those who've hurt us, the circle of forgiveness is
incomplete.
"Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as
in Christ God forgave you" (Eph. 4:32). Did you catch that last phrase, "just
as in Christ God forgave you"? That's what the parable of the unmerciful
servant was given to illustrate. (See Matt 18:23-35.) Because a man had
seen his $10 million debt cancelled, he should have been merciful to forget
the mere $17 another owed him. But he didn't He couldn't When we can't
find it in ourselves to forgive others, God can't forgive us.
Forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. (Lord's
Prayer, Matthew 6:12, NIV.)

Forgiveness from God hinges upon our forgiveness of others.
A reminder again from 1 Corinthians 13:6, "Love[ agape] keeps no score
of wrongs" (NEB). Forgiveness requires destroying the debit ledger.
And finally, there is the matter of FORGETFULNESS. How often it is
heard, "I'll forgive, but l'll never forget" Frequently it is debated, "Is it
possible to forgive unless we also forget?" But can our minds actually allow
us to forget? They way God has made us-with that internal filing system
we call "memory" -it is doubtful we can fully forget even the things we want
to forget Truly a dilemma!
Experiencing total obliteration of a painful incident from one's consciousness may not be possible; still,the very essence of the act of forgiveness
implies that we immediately begin to work on forgetting. This is not to say
that the instant one forgives his mind is wiped clean of the happening. But it
does imply that from the time of release, recall becomes more difficult,
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more obscure, until in time it becomes just a faint light at the end of a very
long tunnel.
There is a valid test to see if you have forgiven and are in the process of
forgetting. Even though an incident occurred several years past, at the
mention of it do you have total recall? Can you give a blow- by-blow
description of everything that was done-every word that was said? Do you
like to throw gasoline on the smoldering coals of a memory to keep it fresh
and vivid? Then you are only fooling yourself if you believe you've
forgiven!
Forgiveness is not complete until it goes full circle: God Forgives Me ... I
Forgive Me ... I Forgive the One Who Has Hurt Me.

1Hansula Hanna. My Ptison of Hate, (Carm~l, NY: Guideposts Magazine, September
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THE CIRCLE OF FORGIVENESS
FORGIVENESS
Grudges. Resentments. Hurt feelings. Enough loose tongues and
thoughtless, even cruel people abound to keep our cupboards well stocked
with such commodities.
Just as it is easy to have a small, furry animal nearby- it is so easy to keep
a grudge around. Then when we are blue, or have been mistreated, or are
feeling sorry for ourselves-we can retrieve it for a little attention. How
much better we feel as we stroke and pet that smoldering resentment!
Have a pet like that? Many keep one all the time, or perhaps get
convicted to get rid of it, but find themselves getting another.
How complicated are these matters offorgiveness andforgetfulness.
Yet
how vital they are if one is to mature spiritually and emotionally.
This is a big lesson. Perhaps it will require more than one personal study
or class gathering. As is true with most topics in this series, both a personal
inventory and a church evaluation need to be done.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
GOD FORGIVES ME
(1) Do you know someone buried under an avalanche of guilt because he
hasn't known God's forgiveness? Is that person you, or has it been you in
the past? Ifyou have experienced it, describe the liberation that comes from
being a forgiven sinner.
(2) How does one acquire his personal
experience guilt if he violates it?

moral code? Why does he

(3) According to 1 John 1:8, 9, what are God's and man's parts in the
forgiveness process? Do you have difficulty in believing God can forgive
you?
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(4) Read through Psalm 51. Do you, or have you, especially identified with
any of David's feelings?
(5) Consider Hebrews 8: 12 and Psalm 103: 12. What does God do with the
sins he forgives?
(6) Ideally, how should a congregation be teaching the vastness of God's
forgiveness? Is it possible to teach a forgiveness that comes too easily or
conveniently?
.
I FORGIVE ME
(7) Is self-forgiveness difficult for you? Why? How can one overcome the
problem of feeling unworthy to be forgiven?
(8) Are you constantly seeking forgiveness for a sin deep in your past?
Don't you believe 1 John 1:9?
(9) Are you in agreement with the statement, "When past wrongs are made
right, then the channels are open for total self-forgiveness"? Give some
practical examples of setting things right How should one handle a totally
unrepairable circumstance?
I FORGIVE THE ONE WHO HAS HURT ME
(10) Describe the person who is being consumed by a subterranean fire of
hatred.
(11) Deal with the statement, "Until we get to the place where we can forgive
those who've hurt us-the circle of forgiveness is incomplete."
(12) Read Matthew _18:21-35. Does it seem appropriate that God's
forgiveness of us should hinge upon our forgiveness of others?
(13) Howare you at not keeping a debit ledger (1 Cor. 13:6)? How about
your congregation?
•
(14) Did you take the test to see if you are a forgetter as well as a forgiver?
How well did you score?

IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Remember, Christians aren't perfect, just forgiven. So let God get on
with doing what he does best-unloading
guilt and forgiving sinners.
(B) If they are still in session, the time has come for dismissing your selfappointed judge and jury. You've punished yourself enough!

(0 Start building bridges. Forgive those who have hurt you. Wher
appropriate, go to them and talk about starting a fresh relationship. You'll
feel much better.
(D) Start working on deprogramming your memory banks. Here Is n
occasion when being forgetful is a blessing.
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Do you feel uncomfortable when someone pays you a compliment? And
do you frequently squirm or blush, or belittle your achievements with, "Oh,
it was nothing"? If someone remarks about ybur attractive new suit, do you
find yourself apologetically informing him that a flaw caused it to be
marked down, or that you found it on the clearance rack? If you fidget or
alibi when being praised, then you're in good company. Many people react
that way because it just seems to be the way a humble person should
respond.
A second question: Do you have trouble receiving an encouragement? If
you've worked hard to drop a few pounds, and someone comments, "I can
tell you're getting thinner, keep up the good work," isn't your reaction
radically different? "Sure have !" "Thanks !" Encouragements are easier to
accept
Perhaps responses vary because in a compliment we hear flattery, while
encouraging words build up self-confidence and give support to hang.in
there.
Another vital plank within the Koinonia relationship of a congregation is
ENCOURAGEMENT. Writings of the New Testament abound with
comforting, strengthening, restoring, fortifying words.
Four distinct forms of encouragement can be found:
1. Collective Encouragement
There is no mystery as to why organizations such as Alcoholics
Anonymous, Overeaters Anonymous,' or Gamblers Anonymous meet
regularly. Certainly those involved benefit from the opportunity to talk
through their problems-but
they also desperately need the motivation
that comes from hearing, "Don't give up; you can make it"
Christians within the fellowship of a congregation need the same kind of
supportiveness. College students, who have their faith taken on a roller
coaster ride by Q steady diet of atheism, humanism, and evolution at secular
universities need a safe harbor where they are reassured that a faith in
Jesus still makes sense. Adults working in a world that constantly attacks
their Biblical morals and values need the bolstering that comes from
interaction with others who cherish similar beliefs. Teens, wrestling with the
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tentacles of peer pressure, must find refuge to reassure them that they're
not alone in standing for Jesus.
Hebrews 10:24, 25, is all about collective encouragement:
Let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good
deeds. Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing,
but let us encourage one another-and
all the more as you see the Day
approaching.

Being with a large body of fellow Christians who are deeply committed is
impressive. There is strength in numbers. If s inspiring to discuss with others
our "blessed hope," the second coming of Jesus! No wonder we're told to
be regular in attendance at meetings of a congregation.
2. Corrective Encouragement
To Timothy, a young pastor, Paul wrote these words:
In the presence of God and of Christ Jesus, who will judge the living
and the dead, and in view of his appearing and his kingdom, I give you
this charge: Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of season;
correct, rebuke and encourage-with
great patience and careful
instruction (2 Tim. 4:1, 2).

Corrective encouragement is much like taking bad-tasting medicine. "It
isn't any fun to take, but in time it will make one well !"
Early in my ministry, a concerned elder visited me with just such a tonic.
Being new at preaching and green at leading a congregation, I was prone to
be very negative-"Can't
do this; shouldn't do that." Now it is well and good
to point out the limits of God's will, but it must be balanced with the positive
freedoms God also gives us. Because this 'man carne gently and with love, I
listened to him, evaluated his advice, and changed my' methods. fa be
forever grateful that he cared!
Corrective encouragement is not always that painless. On occasion it can
mean confrontation: talking to someone about a stinking attitude or sin
problem. (This will be developed further in the study on Admonishment.)
The key to effectiveness is showing a spirit of genuine compassion and
caring for the one being corrected.
3. Comfort Encouragement
There is no time when encouragement is more vital than when one Is .
going through the trauma caused by losing someone to death.
It is not by coincidence but by divine inspiration that.Paul concludes the
details of the second coming of Christ and the Christian's resurrection with.
"Therefore encourage each other with these words" (1 Thes. 4:18).
Encouragement in this usage means to come alongside. As a paramedl
comes alongside the victim of p cardiac arrest to give assistance, Christian
are to come beside and give encouragement to those who are grieving. An I
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if the victim was a Christian, there is no greater reassurance than reading
and talking of the resurrection!
. Medic Publishing Company has produced a pamphlet with practical
guidelines for helping the bereaved entitled, "Is There Anything ICan Do to
Help?"! One can be of great service to those sorrowing by following these
suggestions:
(I) GET IN TOUCH. (Visit, telephone-it's
never too late to express
concern.)
(2) SAY LITILE ON AN EARLY VISIT. (A brief embrace and a few
words of affection may be all that is needed.)
.(3}AVOID CLICHES AND EASY ANSWERS. ("He had a good life." "He
is out of pain." Do not attempt to minimize the loss.)
(4) BE YOURSELF.
(5) KEEP IN TOUCH. (Don't just say, "Call if I can help." Take the
initiative !)
(6) ATIEND TO PRACTICAL MATIERS. (Fix meals, clean house, care
for children.)
(7) ACCEPT SILENCE. (Don't force conversation.)
(8) BE A GOOD LISTENER (Accept tears and anger. Do not rebuke. Be
as understanding as possible.)
(9) DO NOT ATIEMPT TO TELL THE BEREAVED HOW HE FEELS.
(To say, for example, "You must feel relieved now that he is out of pain" is
presumptuous. Everyone resents attempts to describe their feelings.)
(10) DO NOT PROBE FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE DEATH.
(11) COMFORT CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY.
(12) AVOID TALKING TO OTHERS ABOUT TRIVIAIN THE PRESENCE
OF THE RECENTLY BEREAVED.
(13) ALLOW THE "WORKING THROUGH" OF GRIEF.
(14) IN TIME, GENTLY DRAW THE MOURNERS INTO QUIET, OUTSIDE ACTIVITY. TREAT THEM NORMALLY.
4. Affirmation Encouragement
Oh, those cold water committees! Those folks who believe their spiritual
gift is a bucket of ice water to be poured over any idea that isn't theirs.
This world is full of discouragers: negative people who are quick to
squash any idea that is new, or different, or unusual. A few with that gift
sneak into local churches too. Inevitably they find their way onto church
boards and into key leadership positions where they can throw up a
.blockade against everything positive and progressive.
But the church is the last place in the world that should be passing out
frozen shards. People licking their wounds from the beating given by the
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world should be able to find sanctuary within the circle of Christian
fellowship. They should find encouragers, supporters.
"Therefore encourage one another and build each other up, just as in
fact you are doing" (1 Thes. 5:11, NIV). Three good results follow in a
congregation where this building up is happening:
First, it builds self-confidence in the person that receives it Since almost
everyone is a bit fragile in this area, it's always appropriate to reassure
someone that he is doing a job well. "Don't give up teaching our Sunday
School class: you do such a good job" may be just the boost someone needs
to stay at it. Or, "It is so exciting to sing along with your lively piano playing"
may be just the words a seemingly unappreciated pianist needs to hear.
Many venture out to try what they've never before attempted, because
someone expressed faith in them.
Second, encouraging someone builds a stronger relationship between
the giver and the receiver. Can you dislike someone who is constantly
building you up with positive, supportive statements about your worth?
Giving you warm fuzzies? You are unusual if you can.
This is a great practice for improving a poor connection or strengthening
an existing bond. It can work anywhere-even
in marriage. When people
are mutually encouraging, ice melts, walls tumble down, and people view
one another differently.
Third, it builds up the Body (the church). People get excited about
being part of a fellowship that is supportive and appreciative. They'll have
trouble staying away from a gathering where they are constantly being
affirmed
No doubt numbers will grow, but the atmosphere will also become more
attractive. Love will get deeper. The ropes of friendship will grow thicker.
Everyone a Barnabas
Every group has them-those
people who pick up a nickname that
describes their personality. Jeff the joker; Gertrude the grouch; Kevin the
klutz.
The New Testament Church had a member with an unusual handle. He
was known as Barnabas the Encourager. (See Acts 4:36,37.)
This was not a hard fellow to have around. I can imagine that after
musical special his" amen" could be heard and later a remark to the singer
about how it "enriched the service." Likely Barnabas told many a preach r
how much a sermon" had fed him." What a congregation if everyone were a
Barnabas!
WAITING WITHIN MOST PEOPLE (AND CONGREGATIONS) IS A
RESERVOIR OF UNTAPPED POTENTIAL THAT ENCOURAGEMENI
CAN DRAW OUT.
Ipainphlet,ls

There Anything 1 Can Do to Help?, (Issaquah, WA: Medic Publishing Co., 1980).
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ENCOURAGEMENT
FACING THE ISSUE
A little encouragement-like
a tiny dab of perfume-can
make a big
difference. For a bit of encouragement can change attitudes, give someone
the motivation to venture into the untried, rebuild relationships, or improv.e
a floundering self-image. Encouragement is the key that unlocks that
reservoir of untapped potential residing within all people.
Note the differences between the four distinct types of Biblical encouragement Collective encouragement is received by being in the
presence of a group of fellow Christians .... Corrective encouragement is
strongly urging someone to change some attitude or action. This must be
done in a loving manner ... Someone experiencing a great crisis or loss to
death is in need of comfort encouragement .... Affirmation encouragement
builds people up, for it communicates that they are appreciated for what
they are doing.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) How do you respond to a compliment directed your way? Or to an
ncouragement? Do you enjoy both?
(2) Describe someone you consider to be an encourager. Give some
p rtlcular examples of his work.
(') Is your nickname Barnabas, or do you fit better on the ice-water
mmittee?
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(4) Name some specific occasions in which you have benefitted from
collective encouragement. For you personally, how vital in sustaining the
fire of your faith is regular attendance at the meetings of your congregation?
(5) Much more will be said in the lesson on Admonishment

(lesson 11)
about corrective encouragement. However, for this occasion, can you
relate a time when you were helped by someone's loving correction?

(6) This New International Version translation has changed the comfort of
1 Thessalonians 4:18 (KJV) to encourage. How clearly that demonstrates

the relationship of these two words ... Discuss the 14 helpful suggestions
from the pamphlet, "Is There Anything I Can Do to Help?" Ifyou have been
through a time of grief, share your thoughts about any of these guidelines
which were especially beneficial.
Review the first three paragraphs found under the Affirmation
Encouragement heading. Is your congregation a stove or refrigerator? Are
attenders warmed up with encouragement or doused with negativism?
(7)

(8) What is it about affirmation that helps to build a person up and make him

feel good about what he is doing?
(9) Relate a time when your self-confidence

was buoyed by a positive,
supportive statement. If possible, share a personal relationship improved
by warm juzzies.
I

(10) Why do you agree or disagree with the statement, "People get excited
about being a part of a fellowship that is supportive and appreciative"?
(11) What, if anything, needs to happen for you to become a Barnabas?

IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Pick out several people in your fellowship who need to be encouraged
Jot them a note, or speak to them directly. Don't make this a one-shot affair,
but start doing.it on a regular basis. Include not only the depressed and
weary, but-look for those who toil in unappreciated church positions.
(8) Ifyou arehaving difficulties with someone-

begin to encourage him for
the positive things he does. Also, get ready for your relationship with him to
improve!
(0 Formulate a list of actions that could create a more encouraging
atmosphere in your church. Implement those actions. Change will happen,
for encouragement is contagious.
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UNITY
•
I,

In any team sport competition (more than one participant) teamwork is
vital. On a track relay team, there must be smooth transfer of the baton. A
football team depends on unity in the line to open holes and protect the
quarterback Likely no team sport demands more cohesiveness than
basketball. Put five talented unselfish players on a court, get them playing
together and hitting the open man, and chances are good that they will
produce a winner. On the other hand, put out five equally talented selfish
players who are most concerned about their personal statistics-and
victories will come rarely. Over "the years the NBA Boston Celtics have
confirmed this principle. Though their roster is consistently loaded with
individuals who are superstars-men
capable of exceptional points-petgame averages-they
unselfishly put on a clinic of teamwork whenever
they play. It is their trademark Their unmatched number of championship
banners attests that teamwork produces a winner.
A Church Must Be a Team
Now transfer this concept from the world of sports to the confines of a
church. What teamwork is to a ballteam, unity is to a church. A precision
team operates as though it has a single mind. An effective congregation
also functions as though it has one mind-the mind of Christ (Phil. 2:15).
UNITY, another dimension of Koinonia, is one of the most inviting
qualities a church has to offer people as they come- in weary from a bruising
nd battering world. Like the satisfaction of coming in from a winter storm
to drop into a warm, comfortable chair-is the contentment that's felt as
ne finds refuge in the quiet, peaceful, supportive atmosphere of a body of
unified believers. But as one finds no shelter from the storm if there are
windows broken out and holes in the roof-one finds no sanctuary from the
t snslons of the world when he comes into a separated, fighting church. Why
would people who live in a divided world want to get involved in a divided
hurch?
A split congregation is like a cornered rattlesnake. In a rage, a frenzied
I ttler will strike anythinq-veven
itself! Its lethal poison, once safely
(( ncealed in sacs behind its fangs, can be poisonous even to itself when III
ed into its system. A fighting church is a "body poisoning its own
IIInking water."
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Oneness: A Thread Through the Word
How many times do you count the adjective "one" in this four-verse
passage?
Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of
peace. There is one body and one Spirit- just as you were called to one
hope when you were called-one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one
God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in all (Eph,
4:3-6, NIV).
.

You should have found it no less than seven times. What is Paul saying
about the master design of God's church? Explicitly, there is to be aoneness
about it; a unity throughout.
Did you notice that we don't create unity? ("Make every effort to keep the
unity.") But it is our job to maintain it The origin of unity is much like the
origin of fire. God created them both. As we can sustain a fire by feeding it
logs-we can maintain unity by striving for oneness. That often means
putting aside a personal preference for the good of the whole.
The longest recorded prayer of Jesus is found in John 17. It was prayed
at a crucial time in his life-the night of his trial and subsequent execution.
At such a decisive hour one would expect his words to be selected carefully.
Notice the statement which is the heart of the prayer:
Holy Father, protect them [the disciples] by the power of your
name-the name you gave me-so that they may be one as we are one
(John 17:11 b, NIV).

Jesus knew that if each disciple went out playing his own game of oneon-one-the
plans for this church that was to change the world would
unravel like threads on a feed sack It was vital that they pull together, not
apart
Things are no different today. If the atmosphere of a congregation is a
squabbling, bickering, battling warfield with casualties lying everywhereand enemy troops planning their next offensive-we have nothing to offer
a world that is wounded and scarred from battles elsewhere. A congregation
must be at peace with itself!
Jesus: The Common Denominator
The New Testament clearly and unequivocally states that Christians are
members of one another. All New Testament writers recognized this truth.
But it was Paul who developed this concept extensively in his correspondence
with certain churches. It was also Paul who exclusively used a unique
illustration to get his point across-the human body. In his letters to the
Romans, the Corinthians, the Ephesians, and the Colossians, he penned
the word "body" (soma) more than 30 times to illustrate the functioning
church. Approximately half of the times he used the word he was referring
to the human, physical body with its many parts and members. In the other

:
I'
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half, he applied the term to the Church-the
example:

Body of Christ. Here's an

For Christ is like a single body with its many limbs and organs, which, many
as they are, together make up one body. For indeed we were all brought into
one body by baptism, in the one Spirit, whether we are Jews or Greeks,
whether slaves or free men, and that one Holy Spirit was poured out for all of
us to drink (1 Cor. 12:12, 13, NEB).

I

A congregation should view itself as a living organism-one
body,
diversified but unified-cooperating
for the good of the whole. Fellow
members should view each other in this way: I am part of you and you are
part of me-because we are both a part of Jesus Christ.
The Practical Side of Unity
When does a congregation achieve singleness of mind? Is it only after
unanimity is reached on all issues? Is there not unity until everyone
breathes, thinks, nods, walks, and talks exactly the same? Hardly! Members
can hold vastly differing positions and still be unified.
Unity is realized as people continue to show kindness even where there
are opposing ideas. It is evident when people disagree without attacking theworth of another who holds a contrasting opinion. Of course deep agape is
the lubricant that keeps those who disagree from becoming enemies, and
the epoxy that prevents fissures from growing into full-scale canyons.
An automobile transmission is a valuable church teacher. Its design and
function hold vital lessons for every congregation. Though it has a powerful'
motor, a car will only propel itself forward when those toothed gears are
meshed and pulling together. A many-geared church must be synchronized
for Christ.
And speaking of teeth, were you aware that as many as 30,000
microscopic teeth can be counted on the tongue of a snail? His tongue
remains in a roll until it is needed to lash out for cutting a stem or leaf. How
vivid an analogy for what frequently happens within a church group!
Disputes and discord can often be traced to people lashing out with "teeth
n their tongue." Gossips and those with judgmental, vindictive, hyperrltical spirits are directly responsible for most dissension and disunity.
There is no "dirt shovel" bigger than the tongue. It is unfortunate that the
(I mage is usually beyond repair by the time people with sharp tongues cut
Ih Ir own throats, and gossips get caught in their own mouth traps !
We're All in This Together

I\. congregation can be likened to a rowboat loaded and drifting on a vast
II
I

n with sharks prowling nearby. This boat is sitting low in the water, with
couple of inches between the level of the water and the top of the
t. It's to a group's advantage to cooperate and work together. Who is

Illy
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hurt when someone decides to drill a hole in the bottom-or two people get
into a slugfest which tips the boat and lets water in? The whole thing can
sink! It takes years (if ever) for a congregation to get over the bloody fight
that precedes a split The odor hangs on like the fragrance of a skunk
WHAT GOES 'ROUND COMES 'ROUND
A united church is a dynamic witness of the Christian gospel When nonChristians see true unity and oneness-their
hearts cry out to be a part of
that kind of love.
Unity creates a reciprocal effect: a cycle. Unity creates effective body
function; effective body function creates more unity. This leads to people
getting closer-and
deeper in love in Jesus.

,.

LESSON
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UNITY
FACING THE ISSUE
A good dogfight will usually draw a crowd momentarily. However, few
people enjoy living next door to a kennel where growls, snarls, and flying fur
are regular occurrences.
likewise, a good church fight will draw spectators. But few people-in
fact, only those contentious by nature-are
looking to become part of a
congregation that is having its own civil war.
Unity is so pleasant! Although they sound a bit sloppy, aren't these
peaceful words from Psalm 133?
"How good and pleasant it is when brothers live together in unity! It
is like the precious oil poured on the head, running down on the beard,
running down on Aaron's beard, down upon the collar of his robes" (vv,
1,2, NIV).

ongregational unity is a must. If it is absent, the message comes through
visitors loud and clear that agape is missing. And that translates into
hum ture, carnal Christians. But when it is present, unity provides a
wonderful atmosphere from which people can't stay away.
III

) KING FOR SOLUTIONS
( I) Relate your experiences in team sports. Were you a part of a squad that
uccessful because it emphasized teamwork? Have you seen a talent" II I d team underachieve
because it never learned to function as a unit?
I I Iy these same principles to churches.
I)
II w do you personally respond to an atmosphere loaded with
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dissension, arguing, and strife? How do you react to a climate of peace,
agreement, and unity?
(3) Why are people living in a divided world not looking for a divided
church? Discuss the statement, "A fighting church is a body poisoning its
own drinking water."
(4) Describe the kind of unity you would like to see consistently exhibited
in your local church. Are you contributing to your congregation's unity or
disunity?

(5) According' to Ephesians 4:3, what binds us in unity? What is the
significance of Paul's words that our job is to maintain unity instead of
creating it?
(6) Read John 17:20-23. Jesus selected very carefully the content of this
crucial prayer, uttering it only hours before he was killed. As you consider
this section of Scripture, what do you find of utmost importance to him?
Why? According to verse 23, what does complete unity show the world?
(7) Do you think of your congregation as an organization or an organism?
What is the difference? Describe some of the similarities between a unified
church and the human body.
(8) What are the ramifications of the statement, "I am part of you, and you
are part of me-because we are both a part of Christ"? Name some of the
things that should be happening as a congregation lives that concept. (See
1 Cor. 12:25, 26.)
(9) Answer the questions and discuss the content found in the two
paragraphs under the heading, "The Practical Side of Unity." When you
disagree with another's opinion, do you frequently find yourself attacking
him personally? Why?
(10) Read James 3:3-12. The tongue can be the great divider. It is often full
of deadly poison, (v. 8). But on the other hand, it can be the great healer.
Which does yours do best?
(11) Consider the summary. Why is a united church a dynamic witness to
the power of the gospel? Describe how the cycle of growing unity and
deepening love intensifies.

IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Every Christian can benefit from the renewed perspective that goes with
a periodic study of 1 Corinthians 12:12-27. When fissures begin to appear
in your relationship with another Christian or in your congregation-reach
for this glue.
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(8) Let every Communion Service be a reminder of Christian oneness.
Jesus is truly our common denominator.

(0 If your tongue contributes in any way to disunity, face up to your
problem and begin working to control it. Actively pass on messages that will
build unity: encouragements, affirmations, good news.
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SUPERSTAR OR SERVAN1?
One of the great paradoxes in Scripture can be found in these words of
Jesus:
Whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant
(Matt 20:26, NIV.)

Most of us do not think of greatness and servanthood as synonymous.
Greatness we associate with power, prestige, and celebrity status. Ruling
countries, setting records, making money, carving history-such achievements make persons great in the eyes of the world ... while servants carry
out menial tasks. They clean houses, dump garbage, and wait on the
privileged. In places some even remain in the shackles of slavery. They
labor in obscurity at unimportant, insignificant chores. You find them at the
bottom of both the respect and money-making ladders. The world rates
them as nobodies!
Yet Jesus said, "If you want to be great, become a servant"
What Did He Mean?
Was Jesus mistaken? Did he not realize how success is really measured?
Hardly! This mystery can be unraveled by determining that Jesus was
talking about greatness in his Father's eyes-which can be far different
from attaining greatness by the world's definition.
Society uses a different yardstick for measuring prominence. To be
important in today's culture, one sits at the top being served Pecking orders
abound Generals sit at the top barking commands to colonels, who give
them te majors, 'who forward them on to captains, who drop them on
lieutenants, who pass them on to sergeants, who scream them at corporals,
who assign privates to carry them out In business the structure is similar.
The chain of command filters downward from the president or chairman
through lower ranks.
But significance in God's church is calculated by different standards. To
be important is not to sit at the top being served, but to stand at the bottom
serving others! Such reasoning runs headfirst into the superstar syndrome
of our day. But to possess a servant mentality-the
head and heart of a
servant-is to be most like Christ.
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Best Chairs Around the Throne
Let's consider what brought on Christ's statement about servanthood.
If you've ever thought the disciples hung around Jesus like angelic choir
boys in complete harmony, note the undercurrent in this account from
Matthew 20:20-24:
Then the mother of Zebedee's sons came to Jesus with her sons and,
kneeling down, asked a favor of him. "What is it you want?" he asked.
She said, "Grant that one of these two sons of mine may sit at your right
and the other at your left in your kingdom." "Y ou don't know what ycu
are asking," Jesus said to them. "Can you drink the cup I am going to
drink?" "We can," they answered. Jesus said to them, "You will indeed
drink from my cup, but to sit at my right or left is not for me to grant
These places belong to those for whom they have been prepared by my
Father." When the ten heard about this, they were indignant with the
two brothers.

When thunder and lightning (likely nicknames for James and John who
were also Jesus' cousins) brought their mother along to ask for kingdom
chairs "one" and "two," a tempest broke loose. Ten other disciples were
steaming-and
with good reason. First, the request smacked of nepotism,
as Mamma tried to take advantage of kinfolk status to get her boys the.
privileged places. One would suspect this plot was hatched with James and
John's full approval-they
may have even devised the scheme. (Looking
back years later, this must not have been remembered as one of their finer
moments.) Second, their petition showed they were both filled with worldly
mbition and lacked an accurate understanding ofthe kingdom over which .
Jesus would reign.
My Way
It's worth noting here that James and John and Mamma all had the-same
ongenital disease: SELFISHNESS. It was unadulterated selfishness that
hrought them to Jesus with such an egotistical request It was selfishness
Ih t never considered how the other ten might feel. It was selfishness that
w looking out (or 01' number one. And lest we get a bit cocky and
oncelted, let's not forget were born with the same self-centered illness.
With the exception of Jesus Christ, a person has yet to live who was not
11111 rently selfish.
And selfishness is the antithesis of servanthood.
Few Second-Fiddlers
'h rles Swindoll tells of watching Leonard Bernstein, the famous
1111 II ' tra conductor,
perform one evening on television. During an
II I. rm I discussion one person asked, "Mr Bernstein, what is the most
Iltlll Itlt Instrument to play?" He responded, "Second Fiddle. I can get
I I Iy of first violinists, but to find one who plays second violin with as much
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enthusiasm, or second french horn, or second flute, now that's a problem.
And yet if no one plays second, we have no harmony."
What a commentary on human nature! Also, what a nugget of wisdom
for the church to consider. In this era when hoarding and flaunting have
replaced sharing and caring-often
even within the fellowship of a
congregation-it's
time to reexamine the model of unselfish living that
Jesus showed and taught us.
The Maximum Church: One Great Body of Servants
Would your congregation be different if this were everyone's goal?

"

Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not
only to your own interests, but also to the interests of others (Phil. 2:3,4,
NIV).

What would happen if Christians really got serious about being servants
instead of being celebrities and top dogs?
Do "selfish ambition" and "vain conceit" ever surface to impede the flow
of God's Spirit? YES. When some refuse to turn loose of coveted
positions-or when others pout unless they have control and votes going
their way, and when some choose to be offended for being asked to do
task they feel is beneath them.

a

There is no one this pastor appreciates and admires more than several
servant- hearted people I have known over the years. It is their unselfishness
that makes them so beautiful! With sincere motives, they truly put others
before themselves. They can be called in a pinch to teach a class, take in a
meal, cut someone a load of wood, sit and talk to someone with a problem,
take care of children, haul someone to the doctor, open a snow- blocked
driveway, go to a hospital emergency room in the middle of the night They
always have the time! They don't consider helping others an inconvenience- but a privilege. Blessed is the pastor who has a congregation
filled with such individuals.
Such unselfishness was exemplified in both the life and words of John
the Baptist, who said of Jesus, "He must become greater: I must become
less" (John 3:30). What a testimony he was to unselfish living! He
repeatedly took himself from the spotlight and focused it upon Jesus. John
could never be accused of breaking an arm while patting himself on the
back. His life is an ideal servant model.
Four Characteristics
of a Servant
(1) A SERVANT GIVES ANONYMOUSLY
Consider these words of writer Ruth Harms Calkin in her poem, I
Wonder:
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You know, Lord, how I serve You
With great emotional fervor
In the limelight
You know how eagerly I speak for You
At a women's club.
You know my genuine enthusiasm
At a Bible Study.
But how would I react, I wonder,
If You pointed to a basin of water
And asked me to wash the callused feet
Of a bent and wrinkled old woman
Day after day
Month after month
In a room where nobody saw
And nobody knew.
-

from 'Tell Me Again, Lord," by David C. Cook Publishing Co., Elgin. IL 1974.

With penetrating insight she drills to the heart of the issue. Motives again.
If one serves others for the praise, recognition, and applause of men- it is a
thin disguise that soon wears through. It is also a bit hypocritical.
The real servant does most of his work unacknowledged. He's mature
enough to realize that it matters not if he gets the credit- as long' as
someone is helped-and
God gets the glory. So he frequently labors
unnoticed and unappreciated. There is a joy and delight that comes from
giving without notice. Neither does he suffer from sore lips caused by
blowing his own horn !
(2) A SERVANT GIVES GENEROUSL Y
Have you observed a plant that has beome root bound? When the root
system expands to fill the space in a flower pot, if it is not transplanted- it
will lose vitality and cease to do little more than exist
The same is true of those who have white knuckles from clutching
themselves and their money. In their selfishness they become possessionb und and the joy of life ebbs away. But those who spend their lives giving
themselves away unconditionallyfind their happiness constantly renewed.
N tice these thoughts from Paul:
Remember. sparse sowing, sparse reaping; sow bountifully, and you
will reap bountifully. It is in God's power to provide you richly with
every good gift; thus you will have ample means in yourselves to meet
each and every situation, with enough and to spare for every good
cause. You willalways be rich enough to be generous (2 Cor. 9:6, 8,11,
NEB).

A person with a servant's heart knows who is restocking his warehouse.

II has come to realize that one cannot OUT-GIVE GOD. What he
W y

Is constantly beingreplenished.
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gives

(3) A SERVANT GIVES VOLUNTARILY
4 (.
. The distance between those who give because they have to and those
who give because they want to is great,
Have you ever been the recipient of a gift someone was forced to give
you? Or have someone say "I love you" only after manipulations or
pleadings? If so, you know the lack of satisfaction that comes from
something given under compulsion or out of obligation.
The Christian with a servant's heart doesn't give only when he is backed
into a corner. He giyes anytime he can-and he gives freely. Generously.
(4) A SERVANT GIVES PERSONALLY

Words are easy to say. Actions take effort. That is precisely why Jesus
didn't just talk about servanthood- he demonstrated it
On no occasion did he exhibit it better than when he washed the
disciples' feet
So he got up from the meal, took off his outer clothing, and wrapped
a towel around his waist After that, he poured water into a basin and
began to wash his disciples' feet, drying them with the towel that was
wrapped around him ... When he [Jesus] had finished their feet, he
put on his clothes and returned to his place. "Do you understand what I
have done for you?" he asked them. "You call me 'Teacher' and 'Lord,'
and rightly so, for that is what I am. Now that I, your Lord and Teacher,
have washed your feet, you also should wash one another's feet I have
set you an example that you should do as I have done for you" (John
13:4, 5, 12-15, NIV).

In the Palestine of Biblical days, paved roads were few-but dusty, dirty, .
sometimes muddy, sandal-clad feet were many. It was the custom for an
affluent host to provide a slave at the door of his home to wash the feet of
dinner guests as they arrived On this occasion no slave was provided, and
no disciple volunteered, so the room was filled with proud hearts and dirty
feet Just prior.to eating the Lord's Supper with the 12, to impress upon
them an indelible picture of servanthood, Jesus individually washed each
disciple's feet This was as unthinkable as our President telling a maid to
.take a coffee- break while he cleaned White House toilets!
Noone present could miss the point of his words ("You do this, too") or
his example, He was saying, BE A SERVANT. Christian ministry is not
.sitting on a throne being catered to and pampered; it's serving and waiting
on-others ..The most effective leaders, the most wonderful Christians, are
also the BES.r"SERVANTS. Check that out
.One cannot claim to be a servant and not be personally involved It is
impossible
wash feet without getting wet! One cannot be a servant
from thesidellnes.or
by proxy. He must throw a towel over his shoulder,
pick up his basin, and look for hurting people.
. .. ..
-

to
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The Call to Greatness
Those who will be great in the kingdom of God are not today's superstars.
Those who will be accorded the positions of highest rank will have labored
as obscure, frequently unappreciated, usually unacknowledged servants.
If you're having trouble being a servant, it's because you haven't yet
turned your selfishness and self-centeredness over to God You likely think
of the position as degrading-which
reveals a pride problem
---~ Whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant
'(Matt. 20:26, NIV).

,

I
II

,I,

Indoll, ImprovIng
143.
.

Your Serve.

(Waco, 1X: Word Books. 1981). p, 34.
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SUPERSTAR OR SERVAN1?
FACING THE ISSUE
The American Church Galaxy is studded with Christian Superstars. They'
build and preach from crystal cathedrals or run the world's largest Sunday
School. Syndicated television religion talk shows run their interviews
nonstop before growing audiences. Presses grind out their biographies at
record paces.
Once a rock musician or sports figure converts to Christianity, he is
awarded Instant Christian Celebrity Status, regardless of an absence or
presence of spiritual depth. Unfortunately, many are looked upon as
models and spokesmen for the faith of Christ, when in reality they are but
infants still taking milk
Adopting the world's yardstick for success-the most significant Christian
is viewed as the luminary who's published the most books, can be heard on
the most radio stations, and has starred in the largest number of film series.
To be an anonymous widow with but two mites today is to be truly a
nobody!
Lest you become discouraged that you will never have your number
retired and your Bible encased in the Christians' Hall of Fame at Wheaton,
Illinois-just remember that Jesus never encouraged this Superstar Syndrome. He promoted just the opposite. His words were, "Whoever wants to
become great among you must be your servant."
But even before this 1980' s media phenomenon was created, having the
heart of a servant was difficult. Christians have always struggled with going
last instead of first; with sitting at the foot instead of the head Servanthood
in any era has been tough. Glorification of today's stars just makes it
tougher.
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LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) Do you agree or disagree that religion in America is presently afflicted
with a "Christian Superstar Syndrome?" Doyou see any dangers? What is
promoting this fad?
(2) When you hear the word serucnr, what comes to mind? Does it have
degrading implications? Do you think of maids or butlers, perhaps even
slaves? If for you the word has demeaning connotations, do you have
trouble seeing yourself as a servant?
(3) Explain the difference as you see it between Jesus' and the world's
definition of greatness. (Consult Luke 12:15.)
(4) Discuss the practical applications of Matthew 20:26.
(5) Do you think the inquiry for James and John to have the "best chairs
around the throne" was reasonable (somebody has to have them !)? Had
you been one of the other ten disciples, how would you have reacted to the
request?
(6) Why is selfishness the antithesis of servanthood?
(7) Must you be a limelighter or can you playa good second fiddle? .
Contrast a congregation where everyone has to be first chair with a
fellowship where members take servanthood seriously.
( ) Is the statement of John 3:30 one of the goals in your Christian walk?
Are you making progress?
( )' Review the poem "I Wonder." Share your feelings about it. Would
II vlng to frequently labor unnoticed and unappreciated make servanthood
II rd for you?

(10) Describe an act of generous servanthood that you have recently
witnessed.
(I I) In addition to the Incident of footwashing, name the ways that Jesus
IIv d and modeled the life of a servant.

I'tEMENTATION
) It Is not sufficient to be a servant merely in theory. One cannot be a
I V nt by proxy. He must throw a towel over his shoulder, pick up his
I Ill, nd look for hurting people .... Come to terms with your call to
Itllnw Christ. You are bidden to Jesus' table not to be waited on, but to
I

_

d Improving Your Serve, by Charles Swindoll.

1 III Iy those individuals you know who have a servant's heart. You will
-, I t ntly find them to be wonderful Christian models. Emulate them.
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LESSON

BEARING WITH ONE ANOTHER
Everyone has some. Those grating tendencies, annoying idiosyncrasies,
that do a number on other people's nerves.
To name a few:
• knuckle cracking and gum popping
• amplified sneezing and throat clearing
• loud talking
• those with tendencies to "take over and run everything"-pouting
and
becoming unbearable unless they get their way
• Mr. Self-Centered
• Mrs. Self- Righteous
• those who have" all the answers" without the foggiest idea of what is
being discussed
• people who.can never say, "I'm wrong," or "I'm sorry"
• poor losers or poor winners
• those chronically late
• those ridiculously early
• vacillating
• conversation 'dominating
• door opening: without knocking
• complaining"
• loud eating
• bullhorn nose blowing
• nit-picking
• spitting
• belching
• bragging
• frowning
• correcting
• fidgeting
,Ad infinitum
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And let's face it In the same way that quirks of others disturb us-we
must have peculiarities that irritate them. (Not being able to see our own
imperfections may head the list)
What is the answer? Do we avoid people with habits that are upsetting? If
so, there go the mate, kids, neighbors, fellow employees, even church
friends-and it's going to get mighty lonesome being alone on this planet
Tolerance
Since it is not usually possible to modify others' annoying habits to meet
our specifications (unless one has access to a Siberian salt mine), then
toleration becomes the logical solution. Sometimes kind suggestions will
bring about minor changes, but often just putting up with them is required.
Forced changes infrequently produce positive results.
Some years ago I heard of students at a Bible college who decided to face
up to their character flaws and make desirable changes. Believing themselves
to be mature and capable of handling constructive criticism, they decided
to anonymously inform one another of annoying traits. Notes began
appearing suggesting needed alterations in behavior and attitudes, and
pointing out obnoxious idiosyncrasies.
Suddenly, what had started with good intentions turned sour. Feelings .
ot hurt Tempers flared. These students were unable to handle honest
riticism and face up to their own weaknesses. Becoming vindictive, some
egan probing for the identity of certain note writers. Typerwriter print was
-xamlned as clues were sought Certainly the ambition of this group was
I od, but their objective was too great Some were incapable of handling
ggested changes which cut right to the quick of their personality. Neither
w s it possible to make a student body into a utopian organization free of
undesirable habits.
.
me character traits simply must be endured BEARING WITH ONE
NOTHER is a practical dimension of Koinonia, designed to address those
II 9lng, pestering human tendencies that must be suffered through. .
Patience Is the Key
Iwo New Testament passages specifically instruct Christians to "bear
IIh" one another.
/

Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another
In love (Eph 4:2, NIV).

I II key phrase in this text is "be patient" Patience is the soothing
iulm nt which helps us to "put up with" others' annoying weaknesses. It
I
u the endurance to love someone in spite of his habit of rattling
I t change; regardless of his persistence in including "you know" in
Ighth word of conversation; despite his negligence in applying .
1111 to his dandruff problem.
.
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Not one of us is perfect All fail, particularly in areas of human
relationships. How easy it is to expect more from others than we expect
from ourselves. Just imagine how many people must be demonstrating
patience with you right now.
Motivation for having forbearance with others can come from realizing
how patient God must be with us. Imagine your shortcomings which he
tolerates. Yet his unconditional love does not quit flowing your way. His
acceptance does not cease. This was the motivator of Paul. Seeing himself
as the worst of sinners (1 Tim. 1:15, 16), and experiencing God's love and
patience, allowed Paul to respond to others with the love and patience of
Jesus Christ
Regarding New Christians
A lot of congregational intolerance I've noticed has come from older
Christians not giving "baby Christians" time to grow and mature. It is
unthinkable that a three-year-old would be expected to act like an adultbut sometimes those who have been a Christian but a few days, or weeks, or
months, are expected to immediately act spiritually grown up. Instant
maturity and nothing less is demanded. They are required to already have
hair on their chin when they are barely moving from the crawling into the
walking stage. Infant Christians need growing time.

\

I

Forgiveness, Too
The second "bearing with" text is from Colossians 3:12, 13:
Therefore, as God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe
yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience.
Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have
against one another (NIV).

I

I

First, did you notice that magic word again? Patience. But Paul goes a
step farther in saying, "You may also need to do some forgiving." We won't
develop this as extensively, for it was covered in the earlier lesson: The
Circle of Forgiveness. But let's consider some examples of bearing with
forgiveness: Someone is talking with me when another person enters the
room. Suddenly I am dropped as he caters to the other individual. Are my
feelings hurt? Do I hold a grudge? Do I get slighted when others are being
recognized for effort put forth? Do I pout and sulk because I was not
acknowledged? Bearing with frequently requires being the bigger person.
That doesn't mean that rudeness and negligence will never trouble us- but
it does mean that we shouldn't let insensitivity cause us to carry hard
feelings or even hatred. Many times one must shake his head and think, "I'll
not allow myself to get bent out of shape over something so insignificant"
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A Practical Conclusion
Take a good look at yourself. With ruthless honesty make a list of your
weaknesses and idiosyncrasies. Include being late, procrastinating, never
being wrong, gum popping, or whatever tendency you usually just laugh
off. (Perhaps consult a trusted confidant for his opinion.)
Now that you have recognized some of your weaknesses, evaluate them
in light of your attitudes and actions toward the annoying traits of others.
Do you expect more for them than you do from yourself? Do you criticize
others in the very areas of your own weaknesses?
Such an exercise may help you" bear with" a little better. It may also give
you incentive to work on your own rough edges.
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LESSON

BEARING WITH ONE ANOTHER
!
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FACING THE ISSUE
"The noise he makes while eating could be mistaken for a sump pump."
"Herqum.smackinq has been confused with a popcorn machine." "Bring
alongsornethlnqto
read because they are always late." "If he pulls on his
,ear one mote time, it just might fall off." "She has been chewing on that nail
for so long she must be at the second knuckle."
Quirks. Peculiarities. Annoying habits. None of us are free from a fewmaybe we have a whole truckload! And everyone we know has some too.
While dealing with the complex and profound (i.e., the nature of God; the
awesomeness of grace), God's Word also handles simple and everyday
matters like how to deal with impulsive talkers, or people who hever carry a
handkerchief. Such is the thrust of this lesson. It is a practical, nuts-andbolts study 'on BEARING WITH.
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(I} Read through the list of annoying tendencies listed at the beginning of
the article, Of those recorded, which ones especially bug you? What
additional ones would you add to the list? Which ones do you recognize as
belonging to you?
(2) Some of these habits reveal spiritual problems (self-righteousness;
those who can never say, "I'm sorry"). Others show poor etiquette training
(belching; spitting). Still others are nervous reactions (fidgeting; knuckle
cracking). Perhaps some result from insensitivity (those who dominate
conversatons or incessantly correct others.) Write down these four headings
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and divide your list, plus the one included in this lesson, into the
appropriate columns. Which category reveals the most serious problems?
(3) Does facing up to the fact that some things can't be changed help you to
show more tolerance and endurance?
(4) Share why you suspect that the "Bible College Experiment" went sour.
Do you feel you could handle and benefit from such a group experience?
(5) Study Ephesians 4:2. Would you agree that being able to bear with is
directly related to patience? How does one grow in patience? (Gal 5:22; 1

Cor. 13:4.)
(6) Do you expect more from others than you do from yourself? Do you
frequently criticize others in the very areas where you have glaring
weaknesses? Name three things that God is "bearing with" on your behalf
right now.
(7) Read and discuss the paragraph on "Regarding New Christians." Does
your congregation allow for growing time in new converts, or do they
expect overnight maturity?
( ) Consider Colossians 3:12, 13. Christians are frequently asked to be the.
bigger person. That often requires forgiveness. Think of a person you
r 'spect and admire for constantly demonstrating bigness. Now bring to
mind some little person who never demonstrates such virtues. If someone
111 ught of you in answering this question, how did he see you?
IMPLEMENTATION
(A) Housecleaning needs to begin at home. For homework, follow the
I tnful suggestions found in the first paragraph of the conclusion ("Take a
JI ( d look .. ;,). Don't ignore what you find. Begin a renovation project on
II thing that needs attention.

(II) Aggressively pursue bearing with the annoying tendencies of others.
Wllrl< on increasing your patience. Practice forgiveness as you know God
« iuld,
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LESSON

ADMONISHING
Imagine the following "unlikely" circumstances: a young lady seeks and
finds employment as a secretary. But instead of filling her eight daily
working hours with company business, she spends three-quarters of her
time on the phone to friends, filing her nails, writing personal letters, even
typing her boyfriends's term paper. This greatly frustrates her boss. He's
hired her to work but is afraid to confront her-for fear she might work even
less or just quit and walk away.
"Utterly ridiculous!" you say. "No employee could get away with that.
She'd get canned in a minute." Probably you're right. Anyone who doesn't
fulfillthe expectations of a job should expect to be fired. Most workers need
their job and willtoe the line to keep it. Threat of dismissal is the boss's lever
of control.
But now consider the situation the typical church faces: Being thought of
as a "voluntary organization" that has little leverage-a
congregation is
often slow to confront and discipline its members. This is not to suggest that
the Bible does not give authority and procedure to a local body for
correcting its constituents; it clearly does! The words of Jesus found in
Matthew 18: 15-18 deal with policy for private confrontation through
excommunication. Yet we are hesitant to face up to incompetency in
teachers or board members, to carnal habits and un-Christian attitudes in
laypersons, even blatant sin-for two reasons: (1) fear that correction will
drive them away, and (2) not desiring to appear Pharisaical, we question
who among us is qualified to admonish. And sin unchallenged is the leaven
that pollutes the whole lump. It taints the spirituality of the entire body. But
avoidance does not help the person-or the reputation of the church.
On those rare occasions when exhortation does come, it is usually of the
public variety. In a class or sermon, a leader will attack the problem in a
general way- hoping the offending party will pick something from the
barrage and apply it to his life. But seldom is much accomplished with this
random, shotgun-blasting approach.
There must be a better way! And certainly there is.Called ADMONISHING,
it is one of the planks of Koinonia. Probably the most difficult to put into
motion, admonishment must be done delicately and Scripturally-or
it
becomes judging, gets ugly, and makes enemies.
In his book Building Up One Another;' Gene Getz says, "There is no
greater sign of love than to risk rejection and broken relationships with
68
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others. And if admonishment is done in the right spirit, with the right
motive, using an appropriate method, the person who is not living a life
worthy of the Gospel of Christ usually senses the risk you're taking.
Though that person may have difficulty acknowledging it at the moment.
deep down he really knows. Some day he will probably thank you for your
Iove. "
The Authority for Admonishing
And concerning you, my brethren, I myself also am convinced that
you yourselves are full of goodness, filled with knowledge, and able
also to admonish one another (Rom. 15:14, NASB).

The Greek word noutheteo, from which "admonish" is translated,
doesn't refer to casual conversation or normal teaching. It implies a direct
exhortation, correction, and warning. However, this confronting is notto be
done with a grape- stomper' s fervor. Ephesians 4: 15 relates that Christi ans
should be "speaking the truth in love." For truth without agape can be hard,
cold, and prickly.
Qualified to Admonish
With Jesus' words ringing clear-"First take the plank out of your own
eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother's
eye-most Christians shirk away from cleaning out another believer's'
closet. The last thing they desire is to appear hypocritical.
But notice Paul's words in Galatians 6:1:
Brothers, if someone is caught in a sin, you who are spiritual should
restore him gently (NIV).
.

Directions about who should confront (you who are spiritual) and how
lit confrontation should be handled (gently)-plainly emerge.
Hut who are "those who are spiritual"? They are Christians living a holy
1\ I righteous life before God-those
who are sensitive about their
I I itlonship and example. Nowhere in their lives are they deliberately
Ie I tlng Scripture, for if so, they instantly lose their credibility to admonish.
III 'Yhave earned the right to warn those who display characteristics that
II II te the direct teachings of the Bible. Though a difficult exhortation of
II11 ture to obey, admonishment is necessary for the body of Christ to
I tur and grow.
I'••'paring to talk to someone about his shortcomings usually causes one
I
r rutlnlze his own life with a more perceptive eye. One must be certain
II nwn house is in order before beginning to straighten another's. If the
111111111 her does his personal introspection and correction in advance, he
I "Id not come across as a hypocrite.
I III ( in this "constructive criticism" ever be done gently? As medicine
III I' like medicine no matter how it is flavored or sweetened-isn't
I I lion always hard to accept? Much depends on the person doing it,
III pirlt,anq motive for which it is done,
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The Person
Some people have personalities which are just too rough, too hard, and
too irritating for them to admonish others effectively. They walk past a cat
and it arches its back and hisses-or non biting dogs run up and nip them!
This is not the prime candidate for encountering others about making
lifestyle changes. On the other hand, some individuals are gifted with a kind
expression and gentle style that allows them to pick someone clean-and
the victim actually feels good about what's happening! It is a rare gift but
frequently found in the person who is most mature in the "fruit of the
Spirit" So here is the ideal admonisher. a godly person who is both
spiritually mature and kind in personality. How convenient when this
person is also an elder, or deacon ness, or fills some respected leadership
position in the congregation!
The Spirit
The Apostle Paul showed the proper spirit when he wrote, "For three
years I never stopped warning each of you night and day with tears" (Acts
20:31). He didn't come on like a steamroller, flattening and devastatingnor with a chainsaw, leaving his victims mutilated and bleeding-but with
such concern that it frequently left him in tears! He did not come across
with arrogance, self-righteousness, or a sense of superiority. His unmistakable message was, "I care; I really care." Though confronted people may
initially show anger that someone called them on a shortcoming-they
are
far more likely to hear and consider what the person has to say if they
believe he is sincerely concerned.
Early in my ministry I had occasion to talk with a church member who
consistently demonstrated a habit that stained his testimony for Jesus. In
preparing to confront him, my anxiety level increased, for I had no idea how
he might choosete react Anger. Retaliation Departure. Allthese possibilities
entered my mind However, when I finally confronted him- using reactions
that this habit was bad for his health and prevented him from being elected
to the position of elder-he replied with tears in his eyes, "You're the first
.person whG'~er cared enough to talk to me about it" Together in tears we
prayed that he would find the strength from God to be unshackled from this
problem.
The Motive
The goal of admonishment should be to help people we love become
more mature in Jesus.
Never should the motive be to retaliate against someone who once hurt
us, to throw the weight of a church position around, or to embarrass
someone in return for once shaming us. Notice again the example of Paul:
I am not writing this to shame you, but to warn [admonish] you, as my
dear children (1 Cor.4:14).
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Getz says, "We must do all we can to avoid embarrassing people-even
those who are guilty. This is why personal confrontation should precede
public confrontation. If an erring brother or sister is admonished privately
and in Christian love, the need for public admonishing is often eliminated."
Preventive Admonishment
To this point we have talked about corrective admonishing-confrontation and correction-after
a problem arises.
But it is wiser to close the barn door before the horses get out-or, to be
more accurate, before Satan gets in. A keen eye can often spot trouble
coming and give warning.
I am indebted to an older, seasoned pastor who came to me while Iwas a
green novice in the ministry with a caution (preventive admonishment)
about a circumstance which was not a problem for me then, nor ever has
been. But he cared enough to give me some good advice, which I have
Ince given to every intern with whom I have worked.
The advice dealt with being discreet in one's conduct with ladies. His
iounsel included such directives as: "Watch physical contact;" "Don't visit
women when they are home alone"; "Realize how vulnerable they are
when they come seeking marital counseling." He had known other pastors
whose ministries were destroyed or greatly restricted by bad judgment on
Ihi volatile matter-and he wanted to warn me of such dangers in advance.
I or his courage and concern I am eternally indebted.
The experienced spiritual eye can often see a variety of troubles on the
hnrtzon An advance warning will often save a lot of unnecessary
" rtache.
The Next Step
1 squently it is not sufficient to merely admonish. Often the person
nted needs help in breaking free from the quicksand of his problem.
r fore, the confronter must be willing to invest himself for as long as
" I
ry in getting this person beyond his difficulty.
1111 next lesson-and step of Koinonia-BEARING ONE ANOTHER'S
I III I •NS deals with helping one move past his sin. This study on
I II III I hlng is incomplete unless that is also considered.

I"
I

HI!

Beware
'I
final caution lest this subject be misunderstood.
lit 11111 hment does not give authority for a church vigilante
III red for brutally attacking other members of the
-lure of discipline to be gently, lovingly administered
I onduct is outside the fence of God's will.

't

I

Iflllliling Up One Another, (Wheaton, IL: Victor Books, 1976), p. 51.
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LESSON

11

ADMONISHING
FACING THE ISSUE
"Judge not that ye be not judged" usually comes to mind anytime there is
a discussion about church discipline; also, such distasteful terms as
"hypocrite" and "self-righteousness."
Though the authority for doing it is clearly in Scripture, most church
leaders do not enjoy confronting and admonishing errant members. Often
they refuse to do it, or shy away until the situation becomes desperate or
hopeless.
Yet like a boil never lanced or a decayed tooth never pulled a
congregation sick with sin will never show improved spiritual health until
the illness is faced and corrected. Occasionally pleasant-tasting medicine is
sufficient At other times radical surgery is the only solution.
This lesson on Admonishing and the next one about Bearing One
Another's Burdens are the two difficult territories in this Koinonia study.
Facing someone about his personal sin problem is never comfortable. But
as Gene Getz says, "There is no greater sign of love."
LOOKING FOR SOLUTIONS
(1) Should the church become more businesslike, and in its efficiencyconsciousness deal with incompetent members as an employer handles
employees?
(2) What leverage does a voluntary organization like the church have? Can
a rod of love really be an effective disciplinary tool?
(3) Are the two reasons given for avoiding confrontations valid (fear of
driving people away, and questioning who is qualified to admonish)? Can
you think of additional reasons why church discipline is not enforced?
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(4) Read and discuss the statement by Getz, "There is no greater sign of
love ... " Do you agree that risking rejection and possibly the end of a friendship is a sign of love? Why does Getz suggest that an instantaneous change
may not occur, but that in time results may come?
(5) Note the authority for admonishing in Romans 15:14. Give a circumstance of "speaking the truth in love" (Eph 4:15, NIV).
(6) Study Galatians 6:1. In addition to what is stated in the lesson, can you
name some qualities an admonisher should possess?
(7) Why would preparing to talk to someone about his shortcomings cause
one to scrutinize his own life with a more perceptive eye?
(8) If someone were to admonish you, what attitude and spirit would you
desire in him? Would you be receptive to what he said? Can you share an
occasion when you have been admonished, and the good that resulted?
(9) Discuss the motive of admonishment

Name some improper motives.

(10) Would you be hurt or feel insulted if someone came to you with a
reventive admonishment? Would pride get in the way?
(L1) Make a list of situations in which you believe loving admonishment
w uld be appropriate and necessary (teacher always late or unprepared;
Immoral behavior; chronic gossiper; etc.).
(12) Conclude this study with a discussion of the last paragraph of the
Ion. To admonish requires the wisdom of Solomon, the delicate touch of
ulptor, and the prayer life of Daniel. Then proceed with tears!

MI LEMENTATION
( ) 'l his lesson does not give you authorization to form a one-person
I II nte committee for reprimanding the church. On the other hand, it
III uld cause one to look at his own life and be approachable if he needs to
rlrnonished.

I ) If

u meet the criteria for spiritual maturity, have a kind and gentle
lity, your motive is pure, and you feel a burden for a Christian
III 11\1 sd in sin, then pray ernestly for God's direction about talking with
It I
onsulting the judgment of some wise Christian leader about your
II quullfications, and the advisability of approaching that person, is
I Illy wise. If all systems are go, then "speak the truth in love (agape)."
V

I CIII

I d the book, Caring Enough to Confront, by David Augsburger,
II III d by Regal Books.
III
I

Iv the next lesson, "Bearing One Another's Burdens." If you
I II omeone you must stand ready to give assistance as he struggles
I I se from his sin.
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LESSON

BEARING ONEANOlHER'S BURDENS

"

To consider the subject of ADMONISHING from the last chapter, but not
follow it up with BEARING ONE ANOTHER' 5 BURDENS, would be
inadequate. It's akin to putting on but one shoe. Or wearing only one
contact lens when a person should use two. If we confront someone about
his sin, we must be willing to help him in his escape from it.
Notice the marriage of these two subjects in the following verses:
Brothers, if someone is caught in a sin, you who are spiritual should
restore [i.e., requiring confrontation and admonishment] him gently.
But watch yourself, or you also may be tempted. Carry each other's
burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ" (Gal. 6:1,2,
NIV).

After someone is admonished, he should also be supported as he breaks'
free from the tenacles of his problem Restoration can occur with quiet
confrontation, gentle admonishment, and strong sustainment

Ii

Entangled in Sin
How convenient it would be if a sin-immunity drug could be developed
for administering to all new Christians immediately upon their exits from
the waters of baptism This inoculation could shield believers from the
temptation virus of immorality; the bacteria of carnality; the epidemic of
peer pressure. But would that be wise?
It is not God' plan that his disciples be quarantined from the reality of evil,
or live in a sterile environment In fact, Christians are to be penetrators into
the domain of unrighteousness; light piercing the darkness; salt biting and
putting Immorality on edge. So it is inevitable that some believers will
become entrapped by the lure and seduction of sin which still surround
them
So subtly one can sink into the quicksand of iniquity: lunch with a
secretary that grows into a clandestine affair, social drinking that slices into
the. addiction of alcoholism; a tendency for spreading news until one
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becomes a reputation-destroying gossiper. From their quagmire of selfdestruction these weak Christians must be rescued-for their sakes, and
the health of the church ..
The Rescue Operation
To the leaders of the church at Thessalonica, Paul wrote, "Brothers, warn
[admonish] those who are idle" (1 Thes. 5:14). "Idle" comes from a Greek
word meaning disorderly. It is a military term that originally referred to a
oldier who is out of step or out of rank, or to the army moving in disarray.
What an appropriate description of the carnal Christian's life!
1
In his book Building Up One Another, Gene Getz says, "There are three
I uels of disciplinary action in the New Testament. First; we are to warn a
( hristian about his sin, attempting to restore him and release him from
• tan's trap. If a person does not respond and turn from his sin, then we
fir not to fellowship with that Christian. The final step is excommunication-to actually consider this person as if he were an unbeliever." Let's
I 'insider each.
(1) Private Confrontation
Ihe authority for a private personal confrontation is found in Matthew
II 15, where Jesus instructed:
Go and show him his fault, just between the two of you. If he
listens to you, you have won your brother over.
r.:
mazing what can frequently be accomplished through this procedure.
omes with a gentle, compassionate, kind, and patient approach- as
1'1" ·dto harshness, bitterness, and insensitivity, which only alienates the
, 1\ who is at fault-the
atmosphere is right for progress.
III one confronted often knows he is out of bounds in his conduct.
Illy unaware of exactly why he feels more distant from God, his burden
IIIIt I likely growing. Being faced with his sin may provide just the
I" Ihlnlty he really wants to experience a catharsis-to
be unburdened
1\ III I d-and to experience forgiveness. Simply being confronted may
hltl! the incentive to face up to and correct something he wants
It II but hasn't found the courage to change.
I \ t r many times I have listened as individuals came and stripped
II ,I pest, darkest, rotten est secrets of their soul. Their sharings will
Ifllll' In confidence to my grave. Butthey have gotten a psychological
I III I, ecause they have poured it all out-and
in their confession
,I 1«
I forgiveness and freedom from guilt; second, because someI III ws their concealed and hidden sin they feel an accountability,
I"
od, but to the individual who knows of their failure. This
I 1,lIlIy gives them strength to pull away from their sin.
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Instead of a wedge being driven between two people after a private
confrontation, often an unbreakable bond will be formed-cast
because
these two have left the superficial plane at which most communication
occurs. They have plunged together to the struggle level of life, sharing
together their hurts, failures, guilts, and weaknesses. This experience forges
them together as common pilgrims. Thus listening and being a confidant is
one example of burden bearing.

l
\

(2) Breaking of Fellowship
More severe' than the first, but less harsh than excommunication,
discontinued fellowship is the second level of disciplinary action the church
is Scripturally authorized to enforce.
Support for this can be found in 2 Thessalonians 3:6, 14, 15, where Paul
writes:
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, we command, you brothers, to
keep away from every brother who is idle [leading a disorderly life] and
does not live according to the teaching you received from us ... If
anyone does not obey our instruction in this letter, take special note of
him. Do not associate with him, in order that he may feel ashamed. Yet
do not regard him as an enemy, but warn him as a brother (NIV).

Some background to illuminate this text. At the end of the previous letter
(1 Thes. 5:14), the Thessalonian church, and probably its leaders in
particular, received a charge to confront those members who were living
unruly and undisciplined lives. It does not appear that the initial warning
had much impact on those people, for in Paul's second letter a fuller and
more serious charge is given for dealing with them. It was important that the
other residents in the city should not look at these carnal members and
conclude their behavior was characteristic of all Christians. The church and
its leaders were instructed to dissociate themselves from such people. Such
a person, while not guilty of extreme conduct which called for outright and
formal excommunication, must nevertheless be treated in a way that might
bring him to his senses-shame
and embarass him-and teach him to live
as a responsible member of the believing community.
Though some might question if positive results could come from this
black sheep strategy, there is evidence that such "shock treatment" does
produce change. A modern application can be seen in some congregations'
decision to send warnings to irregular attenders- informing them that they
will be dropped from the active membership role unless they are more
frequent in attendance and active in involvement Shaken up, many are
activated and increase their participation.
(3) Excommunication
,I

Sounds hard and cold, doesn't it? Severed. Amputated. Discarded.
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The sin has to be extreme to merit such a severe censure. First
Corinthians
5 is a vivid case in point. Committing
adultery with his
stepmother-while
getting a warm welcome when he showed up at
church-Paul
sternly instructs the excommunication
of this sleazy character.
And he roundly chastises the congregation
as well for tolerating this
situation without taking action to correct it
It appears that excommunication
was exercised in three situations. First,
on moral grounds as previously stated (1 Cor. 5:1-8). Second, for doctrinal
reasons. Paul tells of excommunicating
Hymenaeus and Alexander because
of their false teaching (1 Tim. 1:20). Third, it could be enforced in the case
of a divisive person who was splitting the church (Titus 3:10).
It is never pleasant for a congregation
to come down on an errant
member. An ugly, accusing scene usually ensues. Supporters of the guilty
person frequently leave too. But such radical measures must sometimes be
vuforced to purge and purify the body. When members are living in open
Immorality, it's time to give them the alternative of shaping up or shipping
out, When one is causing schism in the church by teaching doctrines
I ntrary to the beliefs of the body, he must be told to change
his teachings
lit move on. When a person
is intentionally sowing the seeds of division,
which fractures the unity and inhibits the growth of the body-if he refuses
" hange it's time to show him the door.
Y t remember, the purpose of any disciplinary measure is to rescue a
II ylng member from his entrapment
On no occasion should the motive
I r -venge or retaliation.

An Arm on His Shoulder
, nfrontation (at any ofthese levels) must always be followed by an offer
"
I tance. If one is admonished,
he must then be supported in his effort
III k change.
r "I •• the direct instruction about assisting in this passage:

"I

We who are strong ought to bear with the failings of the weak and not
pi ase ourselves. Each of us should please his neighbor for his good,
III build him up (Rom. 15:1,2).
lit

-two verses carry over a theme from the 14th chapter in which Paul
I«dly warning the strong Christians to abstain from any practice that
I I I H' e a weaker brother to stumble.
, I" In this text is significant. It does not mean "to put up with" (as in
I 10), but "to carry." It is the same word used of Jesus" bearing" his

I

llilly this. If a member is confronted about a drinking problem, then
III II ns must support his attendance at A A meetings. They must
111111 f r their phone to ring at any hour of the night, when he
I lv n eds to hear reasons why he must avoid that lethal bottle.
I
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Perhaps the admonishment was necessary because of sexual immorality.
This person is hesitant in returning to church fellowship, for everyone
knows of his mistake. If he has genuinely acknowledged and repented of
his sin, then the church should be quick to accept him back There should .
be no ostracizing, no looking down self-righteous noses, no shooting of the
wounded.
"There but for the grace of God go I" is a healthy attitude for a body of
believers to possess. If a congregation has it, they will readily stand behind
the victim traumatized by divorce; the parolee working to make a new life
for himself; the young person busted for drug abuse. They will throw a rope
to- instead of throwing rocks at- the prodigal son wanting to come home.
Entrance, restoration, and acceptance backinto the body should not be
made a difficult embarassing ordeal-but
made as uncomplicated as
possible.
Restoration at Corinth
Scripture provides a clear model for treatment of one confronted who
chooses to change. Here is the same man who had been excommunicated
for immorality with his stepmother-who
has now repented. Notice:

(

Now instead, you ought to forgive and comfort him, so that he will
not be overwhelmed by excessive sorrow. I urge you, therefore, to
reaffirm your love for him (2 Cor. 2:7, 8, NIV).

We exist to salvage sinners, not to canonize saints!

.,

i
i'

,llbld .• p. 89.
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LESSON

~NGONEANOTHERSBURDENS
ING THE ISSUE
s this lesson seem like a misfit? In a series that has dealt heavily with
ncouragement, unity, etc., does it seem inconsistent to talk about
Itldlng or even excommunicating fellow Christians?
I h ps so. But on the other hand, doesn't genuine love have a
I II ne? Pure agape is not a jellyfish. Parents who truly care about their
II1,h n show that concern through rules, discipline, expectations, even
III hrnent Such actions are a part of the refining process needed in a
101 II velopment
I like a loving parent, God operates in the same way. Only better.
II he cares and wants the best for us, he, too, refines through
1111t1-even punishment when the circumstance merits it.
III cussed in the previous lesson, there is Scriptural authority for
III hlng errant fellow Christians. That confrontation must come
It11111 those who are spiritually mature. This study deals with the three
11111 Iplinary action authorized within the body, each motivated by
1I'Iw v r, it is not sufficient just to correct; we must offer an
"I d rm of assistance. Support to a confronted brother or sister
I
be extended.
I

I

In st graphic instance of "burden bearing" happened at
prelude to the following questions, read and discuss the
I I I 2 Corinthians 5:21 and Galatians 3:13.
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(2) Reconsider the list you composed in answering question 11 in the
previous lesson. Then discuss under what circumstances you individually,
or the church body collectively, might bear another's burden and assist him
in release from a sin problem.
(3) In the last sentence of the section entitled "Entangled in Sin," two
reasons are given why weak Christians should be confronted and helped.
Explain why both are necessary. What damage can be done to the health
and reputation of a local congregation if sin goes unaddressed?
(4) From Getz's statement, can you clearly see the three levels of
disciplinary action authorized in the New Testament? Restate them in your
own words.
(5) Many criminals express relief at being caught Their crime spree is over,
and being forced to pay their debt to society satisfies their sense of justice.
Private confrontation of an individual caught in a web of sin may achieve
the same results. Have you ever been spiritually strengthened by sharing
your weaknesses with someone? Did feeling an accountability to another
person help you pull away from your sin?
(6) Besides dropping persons from the active membership role, can you
think of other practical applications of this second principle of disciplinary
action?
(7) Excommunication is an extreme measure; the last resort. Discuss the
three situations where it is Scripturally justified. Because of the recent rash
of lawsuits from excommunicants, is it wise for a congregation to enforce
this censure?
(8) Study the excommunication of the Corinthian fornicator (1 Cor. 5).
Now look at the instructions concerning his reinstatement (2 Cor. 2:7, 8).
This is the Biblical model Notice that it was motivated by love.
(9) Is your church better at shooting the wounded or doctoring them back to
health? Personally, do you throw rocks at, or a rope to?
(10) Discuss practical applications of the statement" Entrance, restoration,
and acceptance back in the body should not be made a difficult,
embarrassing ordeal, but made as uncomplicated as possible."
IMPLEMENTATION
(A) As one cannot inhale without eventually exhaling, so there must not b
admonishing unless it is followed up with active support.
(B) If you are better at throwing rocks, work on adopting the attltud "
"There but for the grace of God go I."
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LESSON

PHYSICAL EXPRESSION
Holy kisses. Affectionate embraces. Hugs and touches. This is the lesson
II\(' lecherous old men have been waiting for! Perhaps a few love-starved

II In Ie soap-opera addicts too. But lest the title promise too much, let me
I iblish its course immediately.
J us did not intend the church he commissioned to change the world to
II I ome a glacier. It was not to be a refrigerator dispensing icicles and ice
IIIII' , but a stove distributing warmth, acceptance, and love.
I It iwever, it's not uncommon to find in the fellowship of today's typical
III Irl' ation that "many are cold and a few are frozen." Some con gregaII II
Ire little more than frigid museums displaying frost-bitten polar

I

I

the New Testament church met, it had a glowing, sunny atmosl'h y were Hawaiians, not Icelanders! Believers were thrilled to be
III 1111 I to praise their risen Lord. They embraced, kissed, hugged, and
1&11111 their precious faith. No racks were needed for parkas, mufflers,
III now boots when those people got together.
11'11

I

II

Why the Air Conditioning?
pin down the reasons why today's churches lack New
III III w rmth is a bit like trying to put one's thumb on frog eggs. They
I IV nd tough to corner. But consider these for starters:
I hur hes grow larger, they lose their closeness. It's not difficultto
lit I II line basis (know all the kids; remember the details of your last
11111 lip t 100 people. But as churches reach 200 and beyond, it's
"""'1~Hlltl' I I Ie for everyone to be intimately acquainted. Small groups
I II Img body must be formed. Churches growing into even the
I
II II'! In their warmth if people are involved in shepherding
II It HIpS, Bible study groups, choirs, etc.-any small body where
I II I 111·1 1\ lonships can be maintained and where identity is not
III

I I

'I

I

I

f candal prohibits openness of affection. Everyone
hurch tale about the preacher running off with the
·.s
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treasurer, or some other sordid affair. Many of these stories are true. There
is no doubt that temptation gets stronger as physical contact increases. For
this reason discretion and wise judgment must always be used when
physical expression is shown. Although a few have slipped, their mistakes
shouldn't discourage the rest from demonstrating agape and caring
through touch.
Third, many people are not at ease expressing their feelings. They are
inhibited isolationists. Many leave work rushing home to suburbia and the
seclusion of their eight-foot privacy fences. They don't want to get involved
in other people's lives. When walking down the aisle or slipping into a pew,
some evade eye contact-for
they can also avoid speaking and getting
acquainted. It's a stiff and cold church where people don't know (or care to
know) one another.
Fourth, many congregations seem unaware that it's God's design that
they be" one body", i.e., a happy, loving family. When someone on the left
hurts, another on the right cries; when one gets tickled, another laughs. This
BODY LIFE which a congregation needs to be experiencing is Koinonia.
And Koinonia does not just happen by chance; it is a result of conscious
. effort from the leadership.
The Finishing Touches
This last dimension of "Body Building" should pull the whole series
t'Ogetl1~r:It the last shingle on the roof. But a vital shingle it is! Discreet
physical expression conveys so many messages. It communicates love,
compasston+and acceptance. Physical touch even brings about spiritual
and psychological healing. Who has not experienced the softening of hurt
feelings or the improvement of a fractured relationship as the direct result
of an embrace? How many have found acceptance and involvement in a
churchand the beginning of spiritual growth because someone exhibited
love through a physical expression? Think of the ugly walls of hatred and
division that have crumbled because of the mending powers of human
touch. Orthe strength and encouragement that can come from an arm on
one's shoulder. The forgiveness and the forgetting of grudges that result
from clasping hands and looking deeply into a set of tear- filled eyes- that Is
healing!
On many occasions my wife has said, "I need a big hug. I just need to be
held." Bumper stickers remind us of our children's emotional needs with
the question, "Have you hugged your child today?" There must be physical
expression within the family of the church, just as there must be in the
family of the horne, These are needs we never outgrow!

~
~
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Now About Those Kisses
In the conclusion of the Roman letter, the 16th chapter, the word
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"greet" and "greeting" can be found no less than 21 times (New International Version).
Considering everything we know about the atmosphere of those first
ongregations, Paul is giving instructions to do far more than just" say hi."
These Christians were very demonstrative. They genuinely loved and cared
ibout one another, and it showed! Romans 16: 16 goes so far as to say,
" reet one another with a holy kiss" (NIV).
Five times in the New Testament (four by Paul, one by Peter), Christians
r told to welcome one another with a righteous peck. Kissing was a form of
Ir eting very common in the first century. It was also culturally acceptable.
Ih custom can frequently be seen in Eastern European and Asian
I I umtries yet today. The Russians are well known for their "bear hugs"hi h involve holding their host by both arms with a kiss on either the right
I b th cheeks.
I rrhaps we might better understand this text if Paul had said, "DemonII I ffection toward your fellow Christians in a way that is both pure and
"lillY Byacceptable." In our society, shaking hands, a kiss on the cheek, a
,"11 embrace are certainly appropriate. But this kind of affection must
I V be based on clean motives, discretion, and, above all, true Christian
l'hls is not giving consent for the dirty old men to get their paws on the
II
r the contrary!
Two Final Cautions
(1) These greetings, whatever the form, must be honest
, III v cabularies abound with empty, trite, hackneyed
expressions:
nice day" may be the most overused phrase of the decade! But
I uv times do we say, "How are you?"-yet
the last thing in the world
1111 n answer to that question. Or we burst out with, "It's sure good
Vlllt"-as we begin to plan our escape.
I unlv re these worn-out words often meaningless, they can also be
" I I I (\I honest and hypocritical.
I I II \IlS we must be careful that our greetings are more than shallow
lid lie lIow phrases. They must be real and sincere.
I

(2) One Final Look at Discretion
VClu'rethinking, "This point is wearing a little thin." It is with
"""""tlJlIIiI
nllon that it has surfaced several times in this lesson. There is a
tllll.I\IUI II Iw in a spiritual kiss and a sensual kiss. There is a difference
II/III ous hug and a carnal hug. Koinonia can unravel in a hurry
II I xpression is being carried on with impure motives!
I

""11
11I1

II

I t mpted when, by his own evil desires, he is dragged
1111 d. Then after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin;
II II It I full-grown, gives birth to death (Jas. 1:14, 15, NIV).

nslble, sensitive, and prudent
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In Conclusion
A congregation which proclaims Jesus as Lord, and moves in the power
of the Holy Spirit, will be healthy. There will be a vibrant body where
koinonia is understood and implemented.
As a natural outgrowth of Koinonia, Agape will be compounding. The
fellowship atmosphere will be accepting, forgiving, and encouraging.
Believers will gather in unity, and will show the depth of their commitment
by serving one another. Irritating tendencies will be overlooked as
Christians bear· with one another.
When discipline is necessary, admonishment will come from gentle,
caring people-who willthen stand beside the corrected person to help him
bear his burden.
Finally, the body will be bound together with the warm, spontaneous
showing of physical affection.
LET'S BUILD UP OUR BODIES!

,

II

I:

I
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LESSON

PHYSICAL EXPRESSION
ING THE ISSUE
[nrdless of its material wealth, poor is the family short on affection.
I'lIvl't! are the children not experiencing parental hugs and kisses.
I I llltlvileged is the home where there is not closeness between family

t

IIII " .

Illv

God intends for the home to be a sanctuary of love and
is his design for the church. Weare/amily. All Christians
II I III second womb: Calvary. Because of Jesus, we are all kinfolk.
Ion regation gathers, there should be the excitement and
(If
family reunion.
1111 IIv In this study we are looking at the importance of physical
" II lu-tween members within the body of Christ. But we must walk
I II-n dealing with such a potentially dangerous subject For as
I I' H tion is to the good health of a congregation, when proper
1\ I III t u ed, it can lead to immorality.

III1I1

111t also

tion to this topic of physical expression? Do you feel
III I \,If Jets are worth the risks?

'11111 H' \

add depth and honesty beyond, "Hello! How are
thers? How ean we develop a sincere interest in
,th m for so short a time on a weekly basis?

III 1111 tl.m
I III
1111 I
I

f affection are pure and culturally acceptable in
Wh t xpressions make you personally uncomfortable?

11111
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(4) Because larger congregations have difficulty in maintaining intimacy, is
it advisable for a group to branch off and begin another congregation when
it reaches a certain size (perhaps ISO)? Is the solution for keeping closeness
and identity having smaller cells within the larger body?
(5) Because the potential for a scandal is constantly present, discuss why
discretion and wise judgment must always be used when physical expression
is shown. What situations are a taboo? Name some wise precautions that
should be observed.
.
(6) Metropolitan areas have far greater problems with inhibited isolationists
than do rural communities. What steps might a congregation take to pull
down these walls and fences when that problem invades the church?
(7) Discuss some instances in which physical touch can assist in spiritual
and psychological healing. What nonscnsual messages might a hug or
embrace express? Does one ever outgrow the need for human contact?
(8) Read Romans 16. Note how demonstrative the early believers were.

IMPLEMENTATION
(A) If your congregation is a refrigerator, you can be the one to begin the
thaw. Along with verbal fuzzies, begin to express affection-when
and
where appropriate-with
hugs and embraces. Your "warm sunshine" will
be contagious!
(B)Be careful not to overwhelm new attenders or converts. Ifthey are by nature
inhibited isolationlsts, it may take them awhile to feel comfortable with such
affection.
(C) Alwayskeep the physical contact, sensible, sensitive, and prudent!

WRAPPING UP
Read through the conclusion. Briefly review each dimension of Koinonia
and,.a~ql'ss·its· fupction and importance .
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